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Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary 
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Commonwealth Keystone Building 
400 North Street, Filing Room 
Harrisburg, PA  17120 
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/s/ Whitney E. Snyder 
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Whitney E. Snyder 
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BEFORE THE 
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 

 

MEGHAN FLYNN et al.  : 
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REBECCA BRITTON : Docket No.  C-2019-3006898 (consolidated) 
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v. 
 
SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. 
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: 
: 
: 
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NOTICE TO PLEAD 

 
 
YOU ARE HEREBY ADVISED THAT, PURSUANT TO 52 PA. CODE § 5.342(g)(1), YOU 
MAY FILE A REPLY TO THE ENCLOSED MOTION TO COMPEL WITHIN FIVE (5) 
DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF SERVICE.  YOUR REPLY SHOULD BE FILED WITH THE 
SECRETARY OF THE PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION, P.O. BOX 
3265, HARRISBURG, PA 17105-3265.  A COPY OF YOUR REPLY SHOULD ALSO BE 
SERVED ON THE UNDERSIGNED COUNSEL. 

 
Thomas J. Sniscak, Esq. (PA ID No. 
33891) 
Whitney E. Snyder, Esq. (PA ID No. 
316625) 
Hawke, McKeon & Sniscak LLP 
100 North Tenth Street 
Harrisburg, PA  17101 
Tel: (717) 236-1300 
tjsniscak@hmslegal.com  
wesnyder@hmslegal.com 
 
 
       

Robert D. Fox, Esq. (PA ID No. 44322) 
Neil S. Witkes, Esq. (PA ID No. 37653) 
Diana A. Silva, Esq. (PA ID No. 311083) 
MANKO, GOLD, KATCHER & FOX, 
LLP 
401 City Avenue, Suite 901 
Bala Cynwyd, PA  19004 
Tel: (484) 430-5700 
rfox@mankogold.com  
nwitkes@mankogold.com  
dsilva@mankogold.com 
 
Counsel for Sunoco Pipeline L.P. 

Dated: July 20, 2020 
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ASSOCIATION, INC. 
 
v. 
 
SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
 

 Docket No. C-2018-3003605 (consolidated) 

 
 

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO FIRST REQUEST 
FOR ADMISSIONS AND INTERROGATORIES TO COMPLAINANT ANDOVER 

HOMEOWNER’S ASSOCIATION INC. 
 
Pursuant to Section 5.342(g) of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission’s (“PUC” or 

“Commission”) regulations, 52 Pa. Code § 5.342(g), Sunoco Pipeline L.P. (“SPLP”) files this 

Motion To Compel Responses To First Request For Admissions And Interrogatories To Andover 

Homeowner’s Association Inc. (“Andover”) (“Motion”).1  In support of this Motion, SPLP 

respectfully asserts as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. SPLP is moving to compel verified responses to 10 simple discovery requests2  

seeking relevant information as to witness bias, credibility, and motivation and compliance with 

the decorum required in litigating cases before this Commission.  The controversy here involves 

questions calculated to determine if a party or representative of a party has made harassing 

 
1 SPLP notes that it served similar request on two other parties that objected.  SPLP filed a 
Motion to Compel Flynn Set 1 on July 13, 2020 and is filing concurrently with this Motion a 
Motion to Compel Thomas Casey Set 1.   
 
2 The discovery requests are included as Attachment A. 
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and/or defamatory statements against SPLP and its counsel that show bias against SPLP or its 

representatives of SPLP’s positions in this case when that person obtained copies of SPLP’s 

testimony. As discussed below, bias and credibility are always issues that can be probed in 

Commission proceedings and in legal proceedings generally.  Regarding timing, there is no basis 

in Commission regulations, practice, or Your Honor’s procedural orders to object that discovery 

is closed.  Andover’s argument that it is closed is false and contrary to longstanding Commission 

practice and procedure.  Even if Andover were correct, which it is not, this event happened after 

SPLP served its rebuttal testimony and SPLP’s discovery was issued at the first opportunity.  

SPLP does not need to cross examine witnesses to put responses into the record. Notably, no 

applicable support or precedent is cited by Andover for such precondition or alleged 

requirement.  In actuality, there is no procedural limitation upon the responses to SPLP’s 

discovery potential use at hearing. 

2.  SPLP electronically served on counsel and each pro se party its public testimony 

in this proceeding via Sharefile link that required each user to enter an email address and first 

and last name.  The controversy began when an unidentified person or persons logged in3 with 

the following information: 

• First Name/Last Name “Fk You,”4  email address “fred@fksunoco.com,”; and 

• First Name/Last Name “Mankogold Endangerschildren,” email address 

“kaboom@milewideblastradius.com” 

 
3 Sharefile keeps a log of access to the materials including usernames and email addresses.  The 
relevant portion of the log is included as Attachment B.  Undersigned counsel Diana Silva and 
Whitney Snyder are administrators of this folder and certify that the attached is a true and correct 
copy of the relevant portions of the log, redacted consistent with note 4 infra.   

4 SPLP has redacted the letters “uc” from this profane word given the public nature of this filing 
and respect for Your Honor and the Commission. 
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3. SPLP is now seeking to discover who that person was for two troubling reasons: 

a) because the link was only provided to parties and their representatives either a party or 

representative signed in under a fake and scandalous name which is contemptuous to the 

integrity of this legal proceeding and may be sanctionable; or b) a party or its representative 

provided the link to parties or entities outside of this proceeding and was thus complicit in this 

behavior by improperly (given the conduct that occurred as a result of their action) forwarding 

this Sharefile link created for the limited purpose of service upon counsel and pro se parties of 

testimony set forth in the Procedural Orders in this case.  If a party in this proceeding made these 

harassing, profane, and/or defamatory statements, that goes directly to that person’s bias, 

credibility, and motivation and that information is relevant. See Commonwealth v. Nolen, 634 

A.2d 192 (Pa. 1993) (evidence of bias, interest, or corruption is always relevant impeachment 

evidence). Moreover, if a party engaged in this contemptuous and improper conduct in this 

proceeding (not just at a formal hearing), they face potential consequences in this proceeding 

further showing this information is relevant.  66 Pa. C.S. § 332(f) (sanctions for misconduct in a 

“proceeding”); 52 Pa. Code § 5.245(c) (same).  As detailed below, the Commission’s regulation 

prohibiting unduly burdensome or harassing discovery does not bar SPLP’s discovery requests.  

Given the Public Utility Code and Commission regulation provisions on contemptuous conduct,5 

Andover should welcome the opportunity to definitively put to rest whether they were involved 

by answering the discovery.  SPLP is entitled to discover if a party to or witness in these 

proceedings made or participated in making these statements and its discovery is narrowly 

tailored to this point.   

 
 

 
5 66 Pa. C.S. § 332(f) (sanctions for misconduct in a “proceeding”); 52 Pa. Code § 5.245(c) 
(same). 
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ARGUMENT 

4. Complainant Andover’s objections6 have no basis in law and should be dismissed.  

They incorporated the objections of the Flynn Complainants and thus objected to all requests on 

the grounds that the information sought is irrelevant, protected free speech and causes an undue 

burden and constitutes harassment.7  Remarkably, Andover also asserts SPLP’s discovery is 

untimely and cannot be used at hearing.  All of these objections must be rejected.   

I. SPLP Set I Seeks Discoverable Information That Is Relevant 

5. Contrary to Andover’s objections, the information is relevant.  As the 

Commission’s regulations outline and as the Commission has repeatedly affirmed, a party 

seeking to withhold discovery on grounds of relevancy must meet a high burden showing the 

requested information to be wholly irrelevant to the applicable subject matter.  Under the 

Commission’s regulations, “a party may obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged, 

which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it relates to the 

claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of another party, 

including the existence, description, nature, content, custody, condition and location of any 

books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity and location of persons having 

knowledge of a discoverable matter.”  52 Pa. Code § 5.321(c).  The Commonwealth Court has 

further reinforced the broad scope of discoverable information, stating that “relevancy should be 

interpreted broadly and liberally, and any doubts regarding the relevancy of subject matter 

should be resolved in favor of relevancy.”  Koken v. One Beacon Ins. Co., 911 A.2d 1021, 1025 

(Pa. Cmwlth. 2006).  As emphasized by the Commonwealth Court, the party contending 

discovery is not relevant has the burden of proving irrelevancy.  Id. 
 

6 Andover’s objections are included as Attachment C. 

7 Objections at ¶ 42. 
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6. Discovery intended to obtain evidence which is relevant or reasonably calculated 

to lead to relevant evidence8 has always been permitted.  Evidence which can impeach a witness 

is universally permitted as relevant in Pennsylvania jurisprudence, whether in court or 

administrative proceedings.  Thus, SPLP’s narrowly tailored discovery requests are reasonably 

calculated to lead to relevant and admissible evidence. The caselaw could not be clearer that this 

type of evidence is relevant.  See Application of Scranton Transportation, LLC, for the Right to 

Begin to Transp., As A Common Carrier, by Motor Vehicle, Persons in Call or Demand Serv., to 

&/or from Points Within Lackawanna Cty., Pennsylvania, No. A-2012-2303837, 2014 WL 

2876689, at *6 (Pa. PUC 2014) (“The credibility of witnesses, their manner of testifying, their 

apparent candor, intelligence, personal intent and bias, or lack thereof, are all considered in 

determining what weight should be given to their testimony.”) (quoting Application of Jet Sedan 

Services, Docket No. A-2009-2120781 (Order entered August 18, 2010)) (citing Danovitz v. 

Portnoy, 399 Pa. 599, 161 A.2d 146 (Pa. 1960)); see also, e.g., Com. v. Ellis, 700 A.2d 948, 957 

(Pa. Super. 1997) (evidence of bias, interest, or corruption is always relevant impeachment 

evidence). 

7. In fact, Your Honor has already admitted into the record similar evidence as to 

bias, credibility and witness motivation.9  At hearing, Your Honor permitted the admission of 

evidence that a witness is a “vocal critic of the pipeline.” N.T. at 230:3-4. Specifically, Your 
 

8  52 Pa. Code Section 5.321(c)  “Scope. Subject to this subchapter, a party may obtain discovery 
regarding any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the 
pending action, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party seeking discovery or to the 
claim or defense of another party, including the existence, description, nature, content, custody, 
condition and location of any books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity and 
location of persons having knowledge of a discoverable matter. It is not ground for objection that 
the information sought will be inadmissible at hearing if the information sought appears 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.” (emphasis added). 
9 N.T. 230:3-234:11 and SPLP Cross Exhibit 1 (Walsh tweets); N.T. 848:18-849:13 (Friedman 
tweets). 
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Honor permitted the admission of statements witness and Complainant Mr. Walsh made on 

Twitter, which criticized SPLP, the Commission, and other state officials. N.T. at  230:3-234:11. 

Likewise, Your Honor permitted the admission of witness and president of Complainant 

Andover Homeowner’s Association Inc., Eric Friedman’s Twitter posts that contain similar 

criticisms and accusations of misconduct lodged at SPLP, the Commission, and state officials. 

N.T. 848:18-849:13. As the above examples illustrate, Your Honor has consistently recognized 

that statements posted to the internet by witnesses and parties in this litigation are probative and 

relevant. 

8.   The issue here is not Complainants’ or Intervenors’ case or arguments but 

whether the discovery is relevant to SPLP’s defense relative to the credibility or bias of opposing 

witnesses. Indeed, witness bias, motivation, and credibility are relevant to SPLP’s defense and in 

determining the weight of testimony by witnesses and therefore whether allegations in testimony 

are factually true or should be viewed with skepticism because of the witness’s bias or lack of 

candor. Commonwealth v. Rouse, 782 A.2d 1041, 1045 (Pa. Super. 2001) (“Pennsylvania courts 

have consistently recognized that evidence of bias is relevant to impeach the credibility of a 

witness.”). There are some facts in dispute in this matter, and determination of some of those 

facts will rely on witness testimony.  Witness bias, motivation, and credibility play directly into 

the weight testimony should be given and thus make a fact alleged by such witness more or less 

likely to be true. Supra Paragraphs 5-6.   

9. Moreover, the information sought is relevant to determine if a party has violated 

the rules of decorum set forth in the Public Utility Code and Commission regulations. 

Specifically, the Public Utility Code and Commission regulations provide that, after due notice 

and opportunity for hearing, if the Commission or presiding officer determines actions of a party 
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or counsel in a proceeding are obstructive to the orderly conduct of the proceeding and inimical 

to the public interest, the Commission may reject or dismiss any rule or order in any manner 

proposed by the offending party or counsel and, with respect to counsel, may bar further 

participation by him or her in any proceedings before the Commission. 66 Pa. C.S. § 332(f); see 

52 Pa. Code §§ 1.26 (pertaining to contemptuous conduct), 1.27 (pertaining to suspension and 

disbarment of attorneys before the Commission), 5.245(c). Where appropriate, the Commission 

or the presiding officer may dismiss the complaint, application, or petition if the action is that of 

a complainant, applicant, or petitioner. See 66 Pa. C.S. § 331(d); 52 Pa. Code § 5.245(c).  

10. Consequences for misconduct are not limited to an on the record formal hearing.  

The Commission and Your Honor can address any misconduct that occurs in a proceeding: 

If the actions of a party or counsel in a proceeding shall be 
determined by the commission, after due notice and opportunity 
for hearing, to be obstructive to the orderly conduct of the 
proceeding and inimical to the public interest, the commission may 
reject or dismiss any rule or order in any manner proposed by the 
offending party or counsel, and, with respect to counsel, may bar 
further participation by him in any proceedings before the 
commission. 
 
66 Pa. C.S. § 332(f). 
 
 (c)  If the Commission or the presiding officer finds, after notice 
and opportunity for hearing, that the actions of a party, including 
an intervenor, in a proceeding obstruct the orderly conduct of the 
proceeding and are inimical to the public interest, the Commission 
or the presiding officer may take appropriate action, including 
dismissal of the complaint, application, or petition, if the action is 
that of complainant, applicant, or petitioner. 
 
52 Pa. Code § 5.245(c). 
 

11. There is no doubt that this is a Commission proceeding that began with the filing 

of the formal Complaints and continues until the matter is finally adjudicated.  The conduct here 

occurred within the scope of the proceeding because it was accomplished using SPLP’s method 
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of service of its testimony, which is obviously a procedural step in this proceeding.  Parties 

receipt and use of that link was tied to the method of service which is part of this proceeding.  

Moreover, arguments that the misconduct may not have been brought to light but for SPLP 

raising the issue are immaterial.  Just because conduct might not have been discovered does not 

mean it is allowable conduct.  This is akin to saying as long as the Judge did not hear someone 

make a contemptuous comment in his or her presence, then it is ok to do so and no party can 

bring that conduct to light.  That is illogical and demeans these proceedings.   

 
II. The Identity Of The Persons Making Profane And Defamatory Statements Is 

Not Constitutionally Protected Speech 

12. The identity of the persons making profane and defamatory statements is not 

constitutionally protected speech.  “Mankogold Endangerschildren,” “Fk You” and 

“fksunoco.com” is defamatory speech that is not constitutionally protected. See, e.g., 

Commonwealth v. Mastrangelo, 414 A.2d 54, 58 (Pa. 1980). Moreover, free speech does not 

come without reasonable limitations and consequences.  As Complainants acknowledge, the 

Constitutional protection of speech contains the caveat “being responsible for the abuse of that 

liberty.” Flynn Objections at p. 7 (quoting Pa. Const. Art. 1 § 7); see Mastrangelo, 414 A.2d at 

58 (“Resort to epithets or personal abuse is not in any proper sense communication of 

information or opinion safeguarded by the Constitution.”).  Freedom of speech provides no right 

to intimidate or coerce, and no right to damage or injure another's reputation or business. Wortex 

Mills v. Textile Workers Union of Am., C.I.O., 85 A.2d 851, 854 (Pa. 1952). As the courts of this 

Commonwealth have recognized: 

There are certain well defined and narrowly limited classes of 
speech, the prevention and punishment of which have never been 
thought to raise any Constitutional problem. These include the 
lewd and obscene, the profane, the libelous, and the insulting or 
‘fighting’ words—those which by their very utterance inflict injury 
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or tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace.... Resort to 
epithets or personal abuse is not in any proper sense 
communication of information or opinion safeguarded by the 
Constitution, and its punishment as a criminal act would raise no 
question under that instrument. 
 

Commonwealth v. Lutes, 973 A.2d 949, 962 (Pa. Super. 2002) (quoting Commonwealth v. 

Mastrangelo, 414 A.2d 54, 58 (Pa. 1980)) (emphasis added) (quotations omitted); see 

Beauharnais v. Illinois, 343 U.S. 250, 266 (1952) (libelous statements are outside the realm of 

constitutionally protected speech). There is no question that these principles apply here where the 

statements at issue (1) were not posted to a public forum but rather specifically directed at SPLP 

and its counsel via a non-public internet link SPLP’s counsel maintains; and (2) do not express 

any substantive opinion or criticism, but rather are limited to libelous epithets and personal 

abuse.   

13. Moreover, there is a level of decorum and professionalism required in 

proceedings before this Commission and violation of those responsibilities has consequences, 

even if the speaker had the right to make these statements. See Heffron v. Int'l Soc'y for Krishna 

Consciousness, 452 U.S. 640, 647 (1981) (“the First Amendment does not guarantee [persons] 

the right to communicate [their] views at all times and places or in any manner that may be 

desired.”); see also, Frederick Altland, No. C-2017-2582828, 2018 WL 6590869, at *6 (Pa. PUC 

2018) (“This Commission has recognized that the use of vulgar language to a member of 

Commission staff, refusal to cooperate with the process and disruptive behavior at a hearing are 

contemptuous conduct which warrants exclusion from the hearing.”).  This is especially true here 

where the person(s) making the communication had no expectation of anonymity – in order to 

access the Sharefile link, individuals were required to input their first and last names and email 

address. In fact, that the individual did not input accurate identifying information further 
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supports that the information sought is not entitled to protection. Purcell v. Westinghouse Broad. 

Co., 191 A.2d 662, 670 (Pa. 1963) (“A lie is never privileged. It always has malice coiled up 

within it. When a man coins and utters a lie, or when he repeats it knowing it to be false, the law 

implies malice, and he cannot shelter himself behind the doctrine of privileged 

communications.”). Pennsylvania law and Commission regulation are clear - one cannot direct 

profanity and/or defamatory speech at a utility and its counsel within the context of an official 

litigated proceeding, expect to remain anonymous, and not face the consequences of this 

contemptuous conduct.  

III. SPLP’s Requests Are Neither Unduly Burdensome Nor Harassing  

14. Andover’s assertion that these requests constitute an undue burden or harassment 

is without foundation. SPLP asserts it would have taken Andover less time and burden to answer 

the discovery than to object and initiate the motion to compel process.  SPLP even provided the 

verifications to sign.  Hauling a utility into litigation before the Commission comes with the duty 

to answer discovery.  Considering this is the first set of discovery requests SPLP has served 

coupled with the hundreds of discovery requests SPLP has complied with, the 100,000 plus 

pages of documents SPLP has produced, and SPLP’s participation in Complainants’ deposition 

of SPLP witness Mr. Gordon, there can be no assertion of undue burden or harassment here.   

15. Andover’s objection that Mr. Raiders’ email response to Mr. Fox suffices 

pursuant to 52 Pa. Code 5.361(c), which allows a party to reply to discovery by specifying the 

location of the information if it is already in the requesting party’s possession, is wrong.  First, 

SPLP is entitled to verified discovery responses, meaning the parties answering are swearing 

their responses are true and correct to the best of their knowledge and belief subject to penalty 

for unsworn falsification to authorities.  52 Pa. Code § 1.36 (denials of fact require verification 

subject to 18 Pa. C.S. § 4904); 52 Pa. Code § 5.342(a)(6) (verification pursuant to § 1.36 
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required for answers to discovery).  This is especially important here where in unverified emails 

all parties have at least denied their participation or given an evasive response.  Someone who is 

a party, consultant or representative is not being forthcoming and SPLP is entitled to determine 

who caused access to the Sharefile.  Second, Mr. Fox asked very specific questions in his email 

(seeking Mr. Raiders to confirm whether his client was involved in the inappropriate conduct) 

and Mr. Raiders’ response was ambiguous: “the President of my client tells me that they are not 

responsible for any such conduct.”10 This did not answer Mr. Fox’s specific inquiry because 

there are more members of Andover than just its President and Mr. Raiders did not indicate he 

spoke to each who may have been responsible. The lack of specific response further shows the 

propriety of this discovery.  

16. That SPLP narrowly tailored its discovery to certain parties is not indication of 

harassment of the parties upon whom discovery was served.  Andover’s objection that not 

pursing discovery on all parties means SPLP is harassing the parties it has served discovery 

upon11 is senseless. And SPLP has good reason to pursue discovery of the three parties at issue.  

SPLP reviewed the email responses to Mr. Fox’s initial inquiry, and each of these three parties 

sent a response that was incomplete and ambiguous as to whether the party committed the act 

and none of these parties denied forwarding the link. 

17. Andover’s assertions that this is a personal vendetta of SPLP’s counsel is not only 

wrong, but turns this issue on its head.  It is Complainants or intervenors who have acted 

improperly.  SPLP has merely taken measured, narrowly tailored, procedurally proper steps to 

discover who among Complainants acted improperly.  Moreover, this discovery is in no manner 

intended to advance any personal goals.  Quite to the contrary, SPLP and its counsel proposed 
 

10 See Attachment D. 

11 Objections at ¶¶ 6-10. 
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this discovery to determine whether these statements bear on the bias and/or credibility of a 

witness in this case and to seek to maintain the integrity of these proceedings.  In essence, the 

conduct that occurred here is inappropriate and undermines the integrity of the Commission’s 

legal proceeding.  That is why such conduct is prohibited and could have serious legal 

consequences.  66 Pa. C.S. § 332(f); 52 Pa. Code § 5.245(c). 

IV. SPLP’s Discovery Is Timely 

18. Andover’s objections12 that SPLP’s discovery is untimely or that discovery is 

closed in this proceeding has no basis in the Commission’s regulations, practice, or Your 

Honor’s Procedural Orders.  So too regarding the assertion that the time has passed to challenge 

lay witness credibility.  Discovery is not closed.  SPLP’s discovery include Requests for Admission.  

Andover’s responses to the Requests for Admission can be admitted without witness testimony.  SPLP 

asked parties about the conduct within three days of discovering it and pursued discovery within 

seven days of Mr. Raiders’ ambiguous response to SPLP’s informal inquiry.   

19. Andover refers in support of its position and without citation, to SPLP’s prior 

discovery objections and Your Honor’s ruling precluding Flynn Complainants from seeking 

discovery outside the scope of their direct case and seeking to supplement testimony after the 

deadline of their direct testimony passed.13  Andover misconstrues what was at issue there as 

well as Your Honor’s rulings.  SPLP did not “petition[] to strike the Flynn petitions in their 

attempt to reopen discovery.”14  Instead, SPLP objected to discovery outside the scope of Flynn 

Complainants’ direct case and Your Honor ruled that Flynn Complainants could no longer 

pursue those issues because they were outside the scope of direct and thus such discovery was 

 
12 Objections at ¶¶ 27-29, 26-40. 
13 Objections at ¶ 38. 
14 Id. 
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not allowable pursuant to 52 Pa. Code § 5.350(e).15  There is no procedural prohibition on this 

discovery or the potential admission of the responses at hearing because these issues go to 

witness credibility, not SPLP’s presentation of its substantive rebuttal case.  This has nothing to 

do with 52 Pa. Code § 5.350(e).  

20. Finally, SPLP will not address Andover’s objection regarding Request for 

Admission 7 because SPLP is hereby withdrawing this request. 

 

  

 
15 Order Amending Procedural Schedule; Denying Flynn Complainants’ Motion for Leave to 
File Supplemental Direct Testimony and Exhibits; and Denying Flynn Complainants’ Motion to 
Determine Sufficiency of Sunoco Pipeline, L.P.’s Objections and Answer to Request for 
Admissions Docket No. C-2018-3006116 et al.,  (Order entered May 28, 2020). 
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CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. respectfully requests that Your Honor reject  

Complainant Andover Homeowner’s Association Inc.’s Objections to SPLP’s Requests for 

Admissions and Interrogatories and grant this Motion to Compel. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
/s/ Whitney E. Snyder   
Thomas J. Sniscak, Esq. (PA ID No. 33891) 
Whitney E. Snyder, Esq. (PA ID No. 316625) 
Hawke, McKeon & Sniscak LLP 
100 North Tenth Street 
Harrisburg, PA  17101 
Tel: (717) 236-1300 
tjsniscak@hmslegal.com 
wesnyder@hmslegal.com  
       
Robert D. Fox, Esq. (PA ID No. 44322) 
Neil S. Witkes, Esq. (PA ID No. 37653) 
Diana A. Silva, Esq. (PA ID No. 311083) 
MANKO, GOLD, KATCHER & FOX, LLP 
401 City Avenue, Suite 901 
Bala Cynwyd, PA  19004 
Tel: (484) 430-5700 
rfox@mankogold.com   
nwitkes@mankogold.com    
dsilva@mankogold.com 

 
Date: July 20, 2020 
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MELISSA DIBERNARDINO  : Docket No.  C-2018-3005025 (consolidated) 

REBECCA BRITTON : Docket No.  C-2019-3006898 (consolidated) 

LAURA OBENSKI : Docket No.  C-2019-3006905 (consolidated) 

ANDOVER HOMEOWNER’S 

ASSOCIATION, INC. 

 

v. 

 

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. 

 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

Docket No. C-2018-3003605 (consolidated) 

 

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.’s  

FIRST REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS AND INTERROGATORIES 

TO ANDOVER HOMEOWNER’S ASSOCIATION, INC. 

 

Sunoco Pipeline L.P. (“SPLP”) serves the following First Request for Admissions (the 

“Requests”) and Interrogatories on Andover Homeowner’s Association, Inc., and in accordance 

with 52 Pa. Code. § 5.350 and § 5.341, requests a written response together with the 

accompanying verification(s) provided herewith be served within twenty (20) days hereof, as 

follows.  These Requests and Interrogatories are directed to the Andover Homeowner’s 

Association, Inc., as well as its president, Eric Friedman, and any association members who are 

actively involved in this litigation, and should be answered by Eric Friedman and any other 

association member actively involved in this litigation, with an accompanying verification for 

each individual that is provided herewith.  
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Requests for Admission 

1. Admit that on or after June 15, 2020 you received the ShareFile link via email 

from SPLP’s counsel that granted access to SPLP’s Rebuttal Testimony and Exhibits (public 

versions). 

Admitted: ____________________ Denied: ____________________ 

 

2. Admit that on or after June 15, 2020, you accessed the ShareFile link to view, 

download, or otherwise access SPLP’s Rebuttal Testimony and Exhibits (public versions).  

Admitted: ____________________ Denied: ____________________ 

 

3. Admit that you used the First Name/Last Name “F k You” or the email address 

“fred@f ksunoco.com” to access the ShareFile link to view, download, or otherwise access 

SPLP’s Rebuttal Testimony and Exhibits (public versions).   

Admitted: ____________________ Denied: ____________________ 

 

4. Admit that you used the First Name/Last Name “Mankogold Endangerschildren” 

or the email address “kaboom@milewideblastradius.com” to access the ShareFile link to view, 

download, or otherwise access SPLP’s Rebuttal Testimony and Exhibits (public versions).   

Admitted: ____________________ Denied: ____________________ 

 

5. Admit that on or after June 15, 2020, you forwarded the ShareFile link previously 

received via email from SPLP’s counsel that granted access to SPLP’s Rebuttal Testimony and 

Exhibits (public versions), to anyone.    

Admitted: ____________________ Denied: ____________________ 
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6. Admit that your internet service provider is Verizon Fios. 

Admitted: ____________________ Denied: ____________________ 

 

7. Admit that your internet protocol (“IP”) address 100.19.129.46.  

Admitted: ____________________ Denied: ____________________ 

 

Interrogatories 

1.  If your answer to Request for Admission No. 2 is the affirmative, and you 

admitted that on or after June 15, 2020, you accessed the ShareFile link to view, download, or 

otherwise access SPLP’s Rebuttal Testimony and Exhibits (public versions), list the First Name, 

Last Name, and email address that you used to access the ShareFile link. 

ANSWER:  

 

 

2. If your answer to Request for Admission No. 5 is in the affirmative, and you 

admitted that on or after June 15, 2020, you forwarded the ShareFile link previously received via 

email from SPLP’s counsel that granted access to SPLP’s Rebuttal Testimony and Exhibits 

(public versions), identify the person(s) to whom you forwarded the ShareFile link, including his 

or her First Name, Last Name, and email address.  

ANSWER:  

3. If your answer to Requests for Admission No. 3 or 4 were in the negative and you 

denied that you used the First Name/Last Name “F k You,” the email address 

“fred@f ksunoco.com,” the First Name/Last Name “Mankogold Endangerschildren,” or the 

email address “kaboom@milewideblastradius.com” to access the ShareFile link to view 
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download, or otherwise access SPLP’s Rebuttal Testimony and Exhibits (public versions), 

identify whether you know the person(s) who used those names or email addresses, and if you 

do, identify that person(s). 

ANSWER:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Counsel for Sunoco Pipeline L.P. 

 

/s/ Thomas J. Sniscack                                     

Thomas J. Sniscak, Esq. (PA ID No. 33891) 

Whitney E. Snyder, Esq. (PA ID No. 

316625) 

Hawke, McKeon & Sniscak LLP 

100 North Tenth Street 

Harrisburg, PA  17101 

Tel: (717) 236-1300 

tjsniscak@hmslegal.com   

kjmckeon@hmslegal.com  

wesnyder@hmslegal.com  

 

 

 

 

/s/ Robert D. Fox                                             

Robert D. Fox, Esq. (PA ID No. 44322) 

Neil S. Witkes, Esq. (PA ID No. 37653) 

Diana A. Silva, Esq. (PA ID No. 311083) 

MANKO, GOLD, KATCHER & FOX, LLP 

401 City Avenue, Suite 901 

Bala Cynwyd, PA  19004 

Tel: (484) 430-5700 

rfox@mankogold.com   

nwitkes@mankogold.com   

dsilva@mankogold.com 

 

June 29, 2020 
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VERIFICATION 

 I, Eric Friedman, hereby state that the facts above set forth are true and correct.  I 

understand that the statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. C.S. § 4904 

relating to unsworn falsification to authorities.   

 

Date: July ____, 2019    ____________________________________ 

      Eric Friedman  
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VERIFICATION 

 I, _________________, hereby state that the facts above set forth are true and correct.  I 

understand that the statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. C.S. § 4904 

relating to unsworn falsification to authorities.   

 

Date: July ____, 2019    ____________________________________ 

      NAME:  

 



 
 
 

Attachment B 



Date ItemName Activity User Email Company IPAddress Location EventID
6/18/20 2:43 PM /Flynn et al. ‐ SPLP Rebuttal Testimony‐ Public/04. Noll Rebuttal Testimony.pdf View Mankogold Endangerschildren kaboom@milewideblastradius.com 100.19.129.46 US, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania sf65e441c0574477a
6/18/20 2:43 PM /Flynn et al. ‐ SPLP Rebuttal Testimony‐ Public/04. Noll Rebuttal Testimony.pdf View Mankogold Endangerschildren kaboom@milewideblastradius.com 100.19.129.46 US, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania sf65e441c0574477a
6/16/20 9:55 PM /Flynn et al. ‐ SPLP Rebuttal Testimony‐ Public/02. Zurcher Rebuttal Testimony.pdf View F k You fred@ ksunoco.com 100.19.129.46 US, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania sf65e441c0574477a
6/16/20 9:54 PM /Flynn et al. ‐ SPLP Rebuttal Testimony‐ Public/05. Public Version ‐ Perez Exhibits/SPLP Exh. No. JP‐5, 2019SPLView F k You fred@ ksunoco.com 100.19.129.46 US, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania sf65e441c0574477a
6/16/20 9:52 PM /Flynn et al. ‐ SPLP Rebuttal Testimony‐ Public/05. Public Version ‐ Perez Exhibits/[Public] SPLP Exh. No. JP‐7,  View F k You fred@ ksunoco.com 100.19.129.46 US, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania sf65e441c0574477a
6/16/20 9:52 PM /Flynn et al. ‐ SPLP Rebuttal Testimony‐ Public/14. Public Version ‐ Field Exhibits/JF‐4 ME1 and GRE Inspectio View F k You fred@ ksunoco.com 100.19.129.46 US, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania sf65e441c0574477a
6/16/20 9:47 PM /Flynn et al. ‐ SPLP Rebuttal Testimony‐ Public/06. McGinn Rebuttal Testimony.pdf View F k You fred@ ksunoco.com 100.19.129.46 US, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania sf65e441c0574477a
6/16/20 9:42 PM /Flynn et al. ‐ SPLP Rebuttal Testimony‐ Public/14. Field Rebuttal Testimony.pdf View F k You fred@ ksunoco.com 100.19.129.46 US, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania sf65e441c0574477a
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BEFORE THE PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 
 
MEGHAN FLYNN et al. : C-2018-3006116 
 : P-2018-2006117 
MELISSA DiBERNARDINO : C-2018-3005025 
REBECCA BRITTON : C-2019-3006898 
LAURA OBENSKI : C-2019-3006905 
ANDOVER HOMEOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION, INC. : C-2018-3003605 
 : 
 v. : 
  : 
SUNOCO PIPELINE, L.P. :  
 

OBJECTION TO SUNOCO PIPELINE’s UNTIMELY REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS AND 

INTERROGATORIES 

Pursuant to 52 Pa. Code §§ 5.342, 5.350 and 5.361, Andover Homeowners’ Association, 

Inc. (“Association”) objects to Sunoco Pipeline L.P.’s (“Sunoco”) Request for Admissions and 

Interrogatories propounded long after discovery closed in the instant matter, provides this 

document as a supplement to the form discovery request propounded by Sunoco, and avers in 

support thereof as follows: 

1. Under 52 Pa. Code § 5.361(a)(1) a party may not seek discovery sought in bad faith. 

2. Sunoco has previously harassed the Association and its President to the point where the 

Association had previously obtained a protective order against Sunoco.  See, Exhibit “A”.   

3. Sunoco has selectively harassed a few of the many litigants and intervenors in this 

matter with this obtrusive discovery, only offered far after discovery has closed in this 

matter. 

4. Sunoco is expected to claim that this fishing expedition seeks information about “bias” 

by one or more plaintiffs or plaintiff-aligned intervenors. 
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5. However, nowhere does Sunoco exhibit that any “bias” would impact the long since 

closed lay testimony or the written direct expert testimony now being completed.   

6. Sunoco seeks to selectively enforce that its server was accessed somehow by someone, 

Sunoco seems to not be able to understand what a dynamic internet protocol (“IP”) 

address is and how it works, and has not seemed to bother to do any basic research to 

determine that they may never find out who accessed their facilities.  

7. Sunoco informally sought this information, where the Association previously notified 

Sunoco that it was not involved in the alleged conduct.   

8. Other aligned persons and entities also responded that they had no knowledge of the 

alleged incident.  

9. Many of the parties responding to Sunoco were not served with this discovery request. 

10. Had Sunoco formally sought this same information from all aligned parties, the 

Association would not conclude that this fishing expedition was anything more than 

harrassement of selected stakeholders.  

11. Under 52 Pa. Code § 5.361(a)(2), a party may request discovery that unreasonably 

annoys, oppresses or burdens another person or party. 

12. Sunoco, in 2017, subjected the President of the Association to a fishing expedition 

deposition regarding a matter which neither he, in his individual capacity, nor the 

Association or any of its Members, officers, agents or counsel were parties or litigants 

(Clean Air Council v. Sunoco Pipeline, Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia County) at 

the offices of Duane Morris in Philadelphia.  Like here, where discovery is closed, 

discovery was also closed in that matter.  Sunoco intended at this deposition to try to 
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elicit information about private, internal Association matters, including attorney-client 

privileged information.  Sunoco’s counsel did, in fact, ask a series of questions 

attempting to elicit such privileged and private information, despite the fact that none 

of the information was relevant to the underlying litigation.   Sunoco, defying an Order 

of Court, failed to notice Association counsel or invite Association counsel to the 

deposition.  See, Exhibit “B”.     

13. Sunoco, knowing that it would examine the President concerning Association matters, 

failed to even consider notifying the Association that Association business would be 

discussed at the deposition. 

14. The deposition occurred after the Commonwealth Court issued the protective order 

preventing Sunoco from contacting Association members without their Counsel’s 

consent.   

15. The only difference between the ill-fated 2017 deposition and this untimely discovery is 

that at least Sunoco did serve this harassment upon Association counsel.   

16. Given Sunoco’s history of harassment of Association members, the Association suggests 

that this discovery request is only yet another chapter in Sunoco’s unfriendly relations 

with its landowners.  

17. Under 52 Pa. Code 5.361(a)(4), discovery is not appropriate where unreasonable 

investigation is required by a party.  

18. The Association has limited ability to investigate anywhere a dynamic IP address may 

have been assigned, linked to, or routed through. 
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19. To the Association’s knowledge, the IP address identified by Sunoco has been used in at 

least two (2) counties, including Philadelphia and Chester counties, and maybe other 

locations as well. 

20. If these locations are publicly accessible, the Association would have no idea as to if any 

of its Members may have accessed these addresses at any time.  

21. Under 52 Pa. Code 5.361(c), a party may identify the location of information previously 

provided to limit discovery. 

22. The Association answered Sunoco’s question in a email between Association counsel 

and Attorney Robert Fox on June 22, 2020 at 3:54 PM. 

23. As this information is already in Sunoco’s possession, no discovery is warranted.   

24. Under Pa. R.E. § 401, only relevant evidence may be collected by a party.   

25. In no way has Sunoco documented that anything in its discovery request has any 

bearing on its ability to operate safe and efficient service within full compliance of 

federal and Pennsylvania regulations.   

26. In no way would this untimely discovery change any of the ongoing proceedings 

whatsoever.  

27. Sunoco may attempt to make some “bias” argument, but they had their chance to make 

that argument when Mr. Friedman testified earlier in this case. 

28. In the discussions leading up to the lay testimony process, Sunoco vehemently argued 

that those who testify at the lay hearing will not “get a second bite at the apple.” 

29. However, without leave of the Commission, Sunoco now attempts to get a second bite 

at the apple concerning an ill-defined trolling of the document server. 
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30. While the Association does not condone trolling, it also takes no responsibility for any 

trolling that happens in situations where the Association already told Sunoco that it was 

not responsible for this conduct.   

31. Admissions objections are governed by a 20 day deadline, but interrogatory objections 

are governed by a ten day deadline. 

32. But, these interrogatories are contingent on the admissions which may or may not 

trigger any answers to any interrogatories. 

33. If the target of the discovery request were to answer all but the first Request for 

Admissions in the negative, no interrogatory answer would ever become due. 

34. Therefore, because of the structure of the discovery request, the Interrogatories do not 

ripen until and unless the Association would answer any Request for Admission in the 

affirmative.  

35. As that has not occurred, no answers to the Interrogatories are due. 

36. Discovery is closed in this matter, with only rebuttal testimony remaining before trial. 

37. Sunoco has not petitioned the Commission to reopen discovery for this or any other 

matter.  

38. Previously, Sunoco petitioned to strike the Flynn petitioners in their attempt to reopen 

discovery. 

39. Discovery here should not be reopened but for leave of the Commission.  

40. If Sunoco feels it is important to harass the Association, it can petition the Commission 

to reopen discovery.   
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41. Thus, the Association objects to the Interrogatories in the event that any interrogatory 

would become ripe.   

42. The Association incorporates by reference herein the objection responses of the Flynn 

complainants and the IP analyses of Intervenor, Thomas Casey to the parallel June 29, 

2020 discovery requests as if fully repeated herein.  

43. Therefore, for all the reasons above, the Association objects to the Request for 

Admissions in their entirety. 

WHEREFORE, Andover Homeowner’s Association, Inc. objects to the discovery request 

in its entirety, refusing to respond to discovery offered long after discovery has closed without 

leave of the Commission. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
      /s/ 
Date: July 10, 2020    ___________________________________ 

Rich Raiders, Attorney #314857 
Raiders Law PC 
606 North 5th Street 
Reading, PA  19601 
484 509 2715 
610 898 4623 fax 
rich@raiderslaw.com 
Attorney for Andover Homeowners’ Association, 
Inc. 
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Sunoco Pipeline L.P. (“SPLP”) serves the following First Request for Admissions (the 

“Requests”) and Interrogatories on Andover Homeowner’s Association, Inc., and in accordance 

with 52 Pa. Code. § 5.350 and § 5.341, requests a written response together with the 

accompanying verification(s) provided herewith be served within twenty (20) days hereof, as 

follows.  These Requests and Interrogatories are directed to the Andover Homeowner’s 

Association, Inc., as well as its president, Eric Friedman, and any association members who are 

actively involved in this litigation, and should be answered by Eric Friedman and any other 

association member actively involved in this litigation, with an accompanying verification for 

each individual that is provided herewith.  
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download, or otherwise access SPLP’s Rebuttal Testimony and Exhibits (public versions), 

identify whether you know the person(s) who used those names or email addresses, and if you 

do, identify that person(s). 

ANSWER:  

Counsel for Sunoco Pipeline L.P. 

/s/ Thomas J. Sniscack    

Thomas J. Sniscak, Esq. (PA ID No. 33891) 

Whitney E. Snyder, Esq. (PA ID No. 

316625) 

Hawke, McKeon & Sniscak LLP 

100 North Tenth Street 

Harrisburg, PA  17101 

Tel: (717) 236-1300 

tjsniscak@hmslegal.com   

kjmckeon@hmslegal.com  

wesnyder@hmslegal.com  

/s/ Robert D. Fox

Robert D. Fox, Esq. (PA ID No. 44322) 

Neil S. Witkes, Esq. (PA ID No. 37653) 

Diana A. Silva, Esq. (PA ID No. 311083) 

MANKO, GOLD, KATCHER & FOX, LLP 

401 City Avenue, Suite 901 

Bala Cynwyd, PA  19004 

Tel: (484) 430-5700 

rfox@mankogold.com   

nwitkes@mankogold.com   

dsilva@mankogold.com 

June 29, 2020 

Objection - Please see attached.
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VERIFICATION 

I, Eric Friedman, hereby state that the facts above set forth are true and correct.  I 

understand that the statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. C.S. § 4904 

relating to unsworn falsification to authorities.   

Date: July ____, 2019 ____________________________________ 

Eric Friedman  
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VERIFICATION 

I, _________________, hereby state that the facts above set forth are true and correct.  I 

understand that the statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. C.S. § 4904 

relating to unsworn falsification to authorities.   

Date: July ____, 2019 ____________________________________ 

NAME:  
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EXHIBIT “A” 
 

PROTECTIVE ORDER 
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EXHIBIT “B” 
 

2017 TRANSCRIPT



Transcript of 

Eric Friedman

June 21, 2017

 Clean Air Council, et al v. Sunoco Pipeline, L.P.,

Reliable Companies
Phone:(215) 563-3363 

Email:mgagliardi@reliable-co.com 
Internet: www.reliable-co.com 



Eric Friedman

(215) 563-3363 
Reliable Companies

                 PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
                COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
                       -  -  -

CLEAN AIR COUNCIL,            :
MARGARET M. deMARTELEIRE, and :
MICHAEL BOMSTEIN,             :
                              :
                Plaintiffs,   :  CIVIL ACTION - EQUITY
                              :  AUGUST TERM, 2015
                              :
       v.                     :  DOCKET NO. 03484
                              :
                              :
SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.,         :
                              :
                Defendants.   :
______________________________/

                         -  -  -

                Wednesday, June 21, 2017

                         -  -  -

                      VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION of ERIC

            FRIEDMAN, taken pursuant to notice, held

            at the Law Offices of Duane Morris, 30

            South 17th Street, Philadelphia,

            Pennsylvania, commencing at 10:53 a.m., on

            the above date, before Robert Stec, Court

            Reporter - Notary Public, there being

            present.



Eric Friedman

(215) 563-3363 
Reliable Companies

2 (Pages 2 to 5)

Page 2

1 A P P E A R A N C E S
2 CLEAN AIR COUNCIL

BY:  ALEXANDER G  BOMSTEIN, ESQUIRE
3      135 South 19th Street

     Suite 300
4      Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

     (215) 567-4004
5      abomstein@cleanair org

     Attorney for the Plaintiff
6

CLEAN AIR COUNCIL
7 BY:  KATHRYN L  URBANOWICZ, ESQUIRE

     135 South 19th Street
8      Suite 300

     Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
9      (215) 567-4004

     kurbanowicz@cleanair org
10      Attorney for the Plaintiff
11 DUANE MORRIS

BY:  ANTHONY L  GALLIA, ESQUIRE
12      30 South 17th Street

     Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
13      (215) 979-1127

     algallia@duanemorris com
14      Attorney for the Defendant
15
16

TED MAZUREK, Videographer, Magna Legal Services
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Page 3

1                          -  -  -
2                         I N D E X
3                          -  -  -
4 ERIC FRIEDMAN
5    EXAMINATION                                 PAGE
6        BY:  MR. ANTHONY L. GALLIA                5
7
8
9

10
11
12                          -  -  -
13                      E X H I B I T S
14                          -  -  -
15 NO.                  DESCRIPTION               PAGE
16 Friedman-1           Subpoena                     6

Friedman-2           Caption                      6
17 Friedman-3           Caption                     62

Friedman-4           Memo                        79
18 Friedman-5           Photos                     128

Friedman-6           Memo                       143
19 Friedman-7           Memo                       168

Friedman-8           Memo                       168
20
21
22
23
24

Page 4

1                          -  -  -
2                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Good morning,
3             we are now on the record.  Today is
4             Wednesday, June 21st, 2017, and the time
5             is 10:53 a.m.  We are at the location of
6             Duane Morris LLP, 30 South 17th Street,
7             Philadelphia, PA 19103 for the matter of
8             Clean Air Council, Margaret deMartieleire,
9             and Michael Bomstein versus Sunoco

10             Pipeline.
11                       This is the video deposition of
12             Eric Friedman and the videographer, Ted
13             Mazurek of Reliable Court Reporting.  The
14             court reporter is Robert Stec of Reliable
15             Court Reporting.  Counsel, will you please
16             introduce yourselves for the record?
17                       MR. GALLIA:  Anthony Gallia on
18             behalf of the defendant, Sunoco Pipeline.
19                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Alex Bomstein on
20             behalf of the plaintiffs and representing
21             Mr. Friedman.
22                       MS. URBANOWICZ:  Kathryn
23             Urbanowicz with the Clean Air Council.
24                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Would the

Page 5

1             court reporter please swear in the
2             witness?
3                          -  -  -
4                       ERIC FRIEDMAN, having been duly
5             sworn, was examined and testified as
6             follows:
7                          -  -  -
8                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Would the
9             witness please pronounce and spell their

10             name?
11                       THE WITNESS:  Eric Friedman,
12             E-R-I-C, F-R-I-E-D-M-A-N.
13                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is
14             now 10:54.  Counsel, you may proceed with
15             questioning.
16                          -  -  -
17                   E X A M I N A T I O N
18                          -  -  -
19 BY MR. GALLIA:
20   Q.        Mr. Friedman, you're here today pursuant
21   to a subpoena and a notice of deposition; is that
22   correct?
23   A.        Yes.
24                       MR. GALLIA:  All right.  Let me



Eric Friedman

(215) 563-3363 
Reliable Companies

3 (Pages 6 to 9)

Page 6

1             just take care of this right now.
2                       (At this time, document
3             Friedman-1 was marked for identification.)
4 BY MR. GALLIA:
5   Q.        So I'm handing you what's been marked as
6   Friedman Exhibit-1 -- pass a copy to Mr. Bomstein,
7   please -- which is a copy of the subpoena that was
8   served on you with regard to this deposition; is
9   that correct?

10   A.        You handed me a piece of paper.  What's
11   your question.
12   Q.        The question is is that a copy of the
13   subpoena that you were served with with regard to
14   this deposition?
15   A.        It appears similar.
16   Q.        Well, do you have any reason to believe
17   that it isn't?
18   A.        No.
19   Q.        And you're certainly free to take whatever
20   time you need to review it.
21   A.        Well, I don't have a copy of what was
22   served on me to compare them and I didn't memorize
23   it.  It appears to be the same.
24                       (At this time, document
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1             Friedman-2 was marked for identification.)
2 BY MR. GALLIA:
3   Q.        Let me hand you what we've had marked as
4   Friedman Exhibit-2.  Please feel free to take
5   whatever time you need to review that.  That's an
6   amended notice of videotaped deposition and it's to
7   an Eric Friedman; is that correct?
8   A.        It is addressed to Eric Friedman.
9   Q.        You received this amended notice of

10   videotaped deposition; is that correct?
11   A.        This looks similar to something that I
12   received.
13   Q.        Do you have any reason to believe this one
14   that you're looking as Friedman-2 is not the one
15   that you received?
16   A.        No.
17   Q.        So you understood that you were to be
18   deposed both via a stenographer and videographer; is
19   that correct?
20   A.        Yes.
21   Q.        And although the dates on the subpoena and
22   the notice of deposition differ from today's date,
23   you understand that we had to jockey some dates
24   around so that you appear here today pursuant to
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1   that subpoena and notice of deposition?
2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
3             form, you can answer.
4                       THE WITNESS:  Can you say that
5             again?
6                       MR. GALLIA:  Well, let me
7             rephrase it for you, maybe that will be
8             better for you.
9 BY MR. GALLIA:

10   Q.        The Exhibits-1 and -2 are dated for June
11   1st; today's June 21st.  So we had to change the
12   date of your deposition from the date that was
13   listed on the subpoena and the notice of deposition;
14   is that correct?
15   A.        You did, yes.
16   Q.        So you brought with you today -- I suppose
17   it's a video recorder; is that correct?
18   A.        A video camera.
19   Q.        A video camera that you set up earlier
20   today?
21   A.        I set it up.  Yeah, I put it up on a
22   tripod.
23   Q.        Well, I noticed it was on when I walked by
24   it so here's the question.  Did you videotape
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1   anything that went on in Duane Morris today at all?
2   A.        No.
3   Q.        Nothing?
4   A.        No.
5   Q.        All right.  And you have no intention of
6   videotaping or audio taping anything that's going to
7   go on here today; is that correct?
8   A.        I understand that bothers you so I won't.
9   Q.        Did you audiotape anything that went on

10   earlier today?
11   A.        No.
12   Q.        So you made no recording of anything that
13   went on in the room here today?
14   A.        I've already answered that question.
15   Q.        Sorry?
16   A.        I answered your question.
17   Q.        The question is you made no audio or video
18   recording?
19   A.        I made no audio or video recording.
20   Q.        Have you ever been deposed before?
21   A.        No.
22                       MR. GALLIA:  So let me just go
23             over a couple of guidelines that I'm going
24             to ask you to keep in mind as we proceed
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1             with your testimony here today and try to
2             move it along as quickly as possible.
3             Seated to your right is the court reporter
4             who is taking down everything that's being
5             said in the machine that he's using and
6             that includes anything by you, by me, by
7             Mr. Bomstein or otherwise.
8                       In order for him to make an
9             accurate record notwithstanding the fact

10             that we have a videotape here, he needs to
11             hear your answers to my questions.  Do you
12             understand that?
13                       THE WITNESS:  Yes.
14                       MR. GALLIA:  He can't take down
15             nods or shakes of the head or other
16             nonverbal gestures.  Do you understand
17             that?
18                       THE WITNESS:  Yes.
19                       MR. GALLIA:  Sometimes that
20             happens though in a deposition and if it
21             does today I'm merely going to refer you
22             to the court reporter to remind you to
23             keep your answers audible, okay?
24                       THE WITNESS:  Okay.
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1                       MR. GALLIA:  He also cannot take
2             down two people speaking at one time so I
3             will ask that you allow me to complete my
4             question prior to beginning your response,
5             okay?
6                       THE WITNESS:  Okay.
7                       MR. GALLIA:  And I, in turn,
8             will allow you all the time you need to
9             complete your response prior to beginning

10             my next question, all right?
11                       THE WITNESS:  All right.
12                       MR. GALLIA:  If at any time you
13             weren't finished with your answer -- you
14             want to amend it in some way, you want to
15             change it, add to it, withdraw it --
16             please interrupt me and I'll give you all
17             the time you need to answer the question,
18             all right?
19                       THE WITNESS:  All right.
20                       MR. GALLIA:  You understand that
21             you're under oath here today?
22                       THE WITNESS:  Yes.
23                       MR. GALLIA:  That oath obligates
24             you to tell the truth?
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1                       THE WITNESS:  Yes.
2                       MR. GALLIA:  Failure to tell the
3             truth can have potential civil and
4             criminal consequences.  Are you aware of
5             that?
6                       THE WITNESS:  Yes.
7 BY MR. GALLIA:
8   Q.        Is there any reason why you can't answer
9   my questions fully and honestly here today,

10   Mr. Friedman?
11   A.        I don't know until you ask me the
12   question.
13   Q.        Well, if I -- if you give me an answer to
14   one of my questions I'll assume you've understood my
15   question, okay?
16   A.        Okay.
17   Q.        And if you give me an answer to one of my
18   questions I'll assume you've given me a full and
19   complete answer, okay?
20   A.        You're free to make that assumption.
21   Q.        And I'll assume that if you give me an
22   answer to one of my questions you've given me the
23   honest answer, okay?
24   A.        The question you're asking me is you're --
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1   it's okay with me if you make an assumption?
2   Q.        Yeah, I'm going to assume that if you've
3   given me an answer to a question you've given me an
4   honest; is that fair?
5   A.        I understand that you'll make that
6   assumption.
7   Q.        Is that fair for me to make that
8   assumption?
9   A.        Of course.

10                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I have a short
11             statement.  Mr. Friedman showed up for
12             this at 9:30 a.m. this morning, graciously
13             appearing despite discovery being closed.
14             This being a videotaped deposition, he
15             brought his own videotaping equipment.
16             Mr. Gallia claimed that he was not allowed
17             to do so and objected to being videotaped
18             or audio recorded even though Mr. Gallia
19             had already set up recording equipment of
20             his own.
21                       Mr. Gallia then insisted on
22             stalling the deposition until Mr. Friedman
23             agreed to not take audio or video
24             recording.  Mr. Friedman, in an effort
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1             ever to be cooperative and move ahead with
2             the deposition, agreed to not to record
3             despite himself being recorded.
4                       MR. GALLIA:  Are you finished?
5                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Yes, I've stopped
6             talking for about 15 seconds.
7                       MR. GALLIA:  Well, I didn't know
8             if you were finished because you didn't
9             say so.  So Mr. Friedman, as he just told

10             us, is here pursuant to a subpoena and the
11             issues with the videotape were not me
12             stalling the deposition in any way
13             whatsoever.
14                       I believed -- and still believe
15             -- that what Mr. Friedman, what you were
16             doing, as well, violates the rules of both
17             Pennsylvania and the rules of just civil
18             conduct in general, Mr. Bomstein.
19                       We made your position not only
20             clear to you, but also clear to the judge.
21             So that was the reason -- or those were
22             the reasons -- that this deposition has
23             been delayed.  It's only further delayed
24             by you making your speeches into the
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1             record and, what I can only assume is
2             going to be a host of speaking objections
3             as you've done in the past depositions.
4                       So in order to move this thing
5             along, let me request now -- as we're at
6             this interrupted point -- if you have an
7             objection to one of my questions today
8             please, pursuant to the rules, state
9             objection and then state the basis for

10             your objection and then remain silent so
11             the witness can answer the question, okay?
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Are you done?
13                       MR. GALLIA:  Yes.  I'm asking
14             you a question.
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Well, I'm not
16             being deposed here today.
17                       MR. GALLIA:  So you're not going
18             to answer that question?
19                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  No.
20 BY MR. GALLIA:
21   Q.        Mr. Friedman, have you ever gone by any
22   other names?
23   A.        No.
24   Q.        Do you have any nicknames?
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1   A.        No.
2   Q.        What's your current address?
3   A.        2 Fallbrook Lane, Glen Mills, Pennsylvania
4   19342.
5   Q.        And how long have you lived at that
6   address?
7   A.        Since August of 2012.
8   Q.        Where did you live prior to that?
9   A.        In Alexandria, Virginia.

10   Q.        Where in Alexandria, Virginia?
11   A.        The address was -- I have to think about
12   it -- the address was 6514 Trask Terrace,
13   Alexandria, Virginia 22315.
14   Q.        How long did you live at Trask Terrace
15   address?
16   A.        Six years.
17   Q.        So since 2006?
18   A.        Yes.
19   Q.        And where did you live prior to that?
20   A.        I lived in Dallas, Texas.
21   Q.        How long did you live in Dallas?
22   A.        About a year.
23   Q.        And where did you live before that?
24   A.        San Antonio, Texas.
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1   Q.        For how long?
2   A.        Since about 1996.
3   Q.        So '96 through 2005 in San Antonio?
4   A.        Yes.
5   Q.        Where did you live prior to San Antonio?
6   A.        Austin, Texas.
7   Q.        For how long did you live in Austin?
8   A.        Well, I grew up in Austin.  I've been away
9   at school and working in New York for a while but at

10   that time I was back in Austin for maybe a year
11   before moving to San Antonio.
12   Q.        So let's talk about your schooling.  Where
13   did you go to high school?
14   A.        Austin High School.
15   Q.        I'm sorry?
16   A.        Austin High School.
17   Q.        What year did you graduate?
18   A.        1982.
19   Q.        Did you go to college after that?
20   A.        I did.
21   Q.        Where did you go to school after you
22   graduated from Austin in -- I'm sorry you said '92?
23   A.        '82.
24   Q.        Sorry, 1982.  Where did you go to school
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1   after you graduated from Austin High School in 1982?
2   A.        I attended University at St. Edward's
3   University in Austin and at Embry-Riddle
4   Aeronautical University in Daytona Beach, Florida.
5   Q.        Did you graduate?
6   A.        Yes.
7   Q.        What year did you graduate?
8   A.        1988.
9   Q.        And what was your degree in?

10   A.        Aeronautical science.
11   Q.        Was that a six-year program?
12   A.        No.
13   Q.        So when did you start your school at
14   University of Austin?
15   A.        I'm not familiar with a school called the
16   University of Austin.
17   Q.        Sorry, I thought you said it was
18   University of Austin at St. Edward's?
19   A.        I said St. Edward's University in Austin.
20   St. Edward's is the name of the school.
21   Q.        Got it.  It's in Austin?
22   A.        Yes.
23   Q.        So when did you start at St. Edward's?
24   A.        I may not have the date exactly right but
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1   it was something like 1984 when I attended first
2   semester and then I worked for a bit.  And then when
3   I went back to school I went back to Embry-Riddle.
4   Q.        Okay.  So we'll talk about employment in a
5   minute but let's just stay with your education.
6   What was your degree in, I'm sorry?
7   A.        Aeronautical science.
8   Q.        Was that a bachelors of science?
9   A.        Yes.

10   Q.        Did you have any other post baccalaureate
11   education?
12   A.        Not at a university or -- not in the
13   academy I didn't.  That was the end of my education,
14   my formal education.
15   Q.        Okay.  What about your informal education?
16   A.        Well, my background as an airline pilot so
17   there's been training throughout my career related
18   to that field of endeavor.
19   Q.        Okay.  So let's then talk about your
20   employment history.  So you graduate from Austin
21   High School in 1982.  What's the job that you take
22   first?
23   A.        I worked for a home builder.
24   Q.        For how long?
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1   A.        I have to tell you this isn't part of my
2   professional résumé so it was until the time that I
3   started at Embry-Riddle which was the summer of
4   1986.
5   Q.        Okay.  So then let's talk about your
6   formal -- I'm trying to speed this along for you.
7   So you said you're not on your professional résumé.
8   So what's your first job that appears on your
9   professional résumé?

10   A.        It's probably my first airline job which
11   was with a company called Business Express Airline.
12   Q.        When did you start working with Business
13   Express Airlines?
14   A.        1991.
15   Q.        Prior to the time you worked at Business
16   Express Airlines, what did you do for a living?
17   A.        I was a flight instructor.
18   Q.        For whom?
19   A.        Nassau Flyers.
20   Q.        Based out of where?
21   A.        Farmingdale, New York.
22   Q.        And how long were you a flight instructor?
23   A.        From 1988 until I started with Business
24   Express.
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1   Q.        Did you have to go through any training to
2   become flight instructor?
3   A.        No, I was qualified by virtue of my degree
4   from Embry-Riddle.
5   Q.        So how long did you spend at airline
6   Business Express?
7                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
8             form, you can answer.
9                       THE WITNESS:  Business Express

10             Airlines from 1991 through '93 or '94.
11 BY MR. GALLIA:
12   Q.        And where can you go to work next?
13   A.        Flight Safety International.
14   Q.        What is Flight Safety International?
15   A.        Flight Safety International is a company
16   that trains pilots using primarily simulation.
17   Q.        What was your specific role?
18   A.        I was a flight instructor and a ground
19   instructor?
20   Q.        What's a flight instructor?
21   A.        It's a person who instructs pilots.
22   Q.        On how to fly airplanes.
23   A.        At Flight Safety, I was training people
24   how to fly specific types of airplanes.
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1   Q.        What's a ground instructor?
2   A.        Someone who teaches ground school.
3   Q.        Sorry, ground school?
4   A.        Ground school.
5   Q.        What does that mean, sir?
6   A.        Aircraft systems, rules, regulations
7   procedures.
8   Q.        How long were you with Flight Safety
9   International?

10   A.        I -- so in 1997 I began working for Trans
11   World Airlines.  I actually stayed working for
12   Flight Safety International for a period after I
13   started my employment with Trans World Airlines.
14   Q.        So you were working for them both at the
15   same time?
16   A.        That's right.
17   Q.        For a short period of time anyway?
18   A.        For a short period of time.
19   Q.        What did you do for Trans World?
20   A.        I was a pilot and an instructor and a
21   check airman.
22   Q.        What's a check airman?
23   A.        A person who checks other pilots.
24   Q.        Checks them how?
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1   A.        A flight check is a test of a person's
2   skills and abilities in the airplane.  So a check
3   airman is a person who administers that check.
4   Q.        When did you get your pilot's license?
5   A.        1985.
6   Q.        Do you still have it?
7   A.        Of course.
8   Q.        Were there ever any periods of time where
9   you didn't have your pilot's license where it lapsed

10   or was suspended?
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, this
12             is not relevant.  You can answer if you
13             want to.
14                       THE WITNESS:  In the United
15             States, pilot's licenses are issued
16             without an expiration date so it's never
17             lapsed.
18 BY MR. GALLIA:
19   Q.        Has it every been suspended?
20   A.        No.  The other administrative procedure
21   that's used is revocation.  It's never been revoked
22   either.
23   Q.        How long did you spend at Trans World?
24   A.        I was there from 1997 through its
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1   acquisition by American Airlines and my employment
2   was amended in 2003.
3   Q.        Is that when American acquired Trans
4   World?
5   A.        No.
6   Q.        Okay.  So I just want to make I understand
7   the sequence.  You're with Trans World, American
8   Airlines acquires Trans World, you stay on with
9   American for a period of time.  Is that what you're

10   saying?
11   A.        Yes.
12   Q.        How long are you with American?
13   A.        From the time that it acquired TWA in 2001
14   through my furlough by American Airlines in 2003.
15   Q.        You say furlough.  What does that mean?
16   A.        Furlough in the airline business means
17   that you're not working for the company but you
18   retain a right of return.
19   Q.        Was this a voluntary furlough or an
20   involuntary?
21   A.        It was involuntary.
22   Q.        So what did you do after American
23   Airlines?  Who did you go to work for specifically?
24   A.        After I was furloughed by American
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1   Airline, I was chief pilot at an air carrier in San
2   Antonio called Aerostar Executive Aviation.
3   Q.        And how long were you with that entity?
4   A.        About a year.
5   Q.        So that's until about 2004, in that
6   timeframe?
7   A.        Yes.
8   Q.        And then did you go to work in 2004
9   following Aerostar?

10   A.        Then I was chief pilot at another small
11   air carrier in San Antonio whose name I forget at
12   the moment.  I was there for six months or something
13   like that.
14   Q.        From there then what?
15   A.        From there I became director of fleet
16   programs at Colgan Air.
17   Q.        What does the director of fleet programs
18   do?
19   A.        I worked for the director of operations
20   which is a flight management position so I had
21   various responsibilities relating to the conduct of
22   flight operations under the development of manuals
23   of control flight operations.
24   Q.        Where did you get the experience that
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1   allowed you to do the things that were required in
2   that role?
3   A.        In my whole career of flying airplanes and
4   training pilots.
5   Q.        And how long did you say you were with
6   Colgan?
7   A.        Colgan.
8   Q.        Colgan?
9   A.        I was there for one year.

10   Q.        From Colgan to where, Mr. Friedman?
11   A.        Federal Aviation Administration.
12   Q.        When did you start with the FAA?
13   A.        June of 2006.
14   Q.        In what position?
15   A.        Aviation inspector.
16   Q.        And how long were you with the FAA?
17   A.        I remain in that position.
18   Q.        You are still an aviation safety inspector
19   with the FAA?
20   A.        Yes.
21   Q.        Have you had any other positions with the
22   FAA in the time you've worked for them?
23   A.        No.
24   Q.        Has your employment with the FAA been
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1   continuous from 2006 until the present?
2   A.        Yes.
3   Q.        So what are your job responsibilities
4   specifically as an aviation safety inspector?
5   A.        Well, I worked for a policy shop in
6   Washington in the flight standard service, the air
7   transportation division, within the flight standard
8   service.  And I have responsibility for the
9   development and evaluation of rules and policies

10   related to air carrier pilot training.
11   Q.        Any other responsibilities?
12   A.        Other responsibilities as assigned by
13   management sort of as other things occur.  For
14   example, processing of regulatory exemptions,
15   dealing with certification requests from certain
16   types of air agencies like part 142 training
17   centers; flight safety is an example of that kind of
18   agency.
19   Q.        Your responsibilities -- do they include
20   any risk assessment?
21   A.        Yes.
22   Q.        In what sense?
23   A.        That's a routine part of everything I've
24   done in my aviation career since the beginning.
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1   With the Federal Aviation Administration, I'm
2   routinely expected to assess risk.
3   Q.        Well, you're assessing risk in a specific
4   arena; is that what you're saying?
5                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
6             relevance.  You can answer if you want; it
7             has nothing to do with this.
8                       THE WITNESS:  I work for the
9             Federal Aviation Administration.  I don't

10             -- we assess risk in aviation flight
11             operations.
12 BY MR. GALLIA:
13   Q.        What types of risks?
14                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
15             relevance.
16                       THE WITNESS:  The risk that
17             people will get hurt and killed by flight
18             operations.  Is there any other kind of
19             risk?
20                       MR. GALLIA:  I don't know that's
21             why I'm asking you, Mr. Friedman.
22                       THE WITNESS:  Oh, I see.
23                       MR. GALLIA:  You seem like
24             that's got you upset.  I certainly didn't
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1             mean to upset you by asking about what
2             types of risks you assess.
3                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
4             argumentative.  And that wasn't a
5             question.
6                       MR. GALLIA:  No, it was an
7             apology.  So I'm not sure how my apology
8             was argumentative but I see the man
9             getting upset by me asking a question.  I

10             just wanted him to know that I'm not
11             trying to upset you; I'm just trying to
12             understand what risks you assess.
13 BY MR. GALLIA:
14   Q.        Do you fly planes presently?
15   A.        No.
16   Q.        Do you fly commercially on airline?
17                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to the
18             form, you can answer.
19 BY MR. GALLIA:
20   Q.        Well, let me ask you this.  Speaking of
21   risk, is it fair to say that flying on a commercial
22   airline has a certain degree of risk?
23                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, form
24             and relevance.  And I'm going to instruct
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1             him not to answer at this point.  This has
2             zero to do with the case.
3                       MR. GALLIA:  Actually it's got a
4             lot to do with the case.  So I think your
5             instruction is improper and I'm going to
6             ask you to remove it and allow the witness
7             to answer the question and allow me to
8             continue the deposition.
9                       And you know -- I've told you

10             this in many of the other depositions and
11             I'm going to tell you again here -- if you
12             interrupt this deposition as you've done
13             in the past, we're going to be addressing
14             it with the judge.
15                       You know what the rules state,
16             Mr. Bomstein.  This is a discovery
17             deposition; I'm entitled to discover
18             information.  You cannot instruct a
19             witness -- who's not even your client --
20             to not answer questions when that party is
21             under subpoena and a properly issued
22             notice of deposition.  You know that.
23                       So please allow the witness to
24             answer the question and me to continue the
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1             deposition, okay?
2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I'm not going to
3             take the time to correct each of the
4             falsehoods in that statement but he is my
5             client and I've instructed him not to
6             answer.
7                       MR. GALLIA:  Are you not going
8             to answer that question, Mr. Friedman?
9                       THE WITNESS:  I'm going to

10             follow the advice of my counsel.
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  And, Mr. Gallia,
12             we advise you in advance that if you go
13             beyond the scope of relevance here that
14             we're going to instruct the witness not to
15             answer.  If you want to provide an offer
16             of proof as to how that's relevant you may
17             and then I can consider it.
18                       MR. GALLIA:  You don't define
19             the scope of relevance, Mr. Bomstein.
20             I've told you this before and I'm going to
21             tell you it again -- the judge does that.
22             That is what the judge does in her role.
23                       I know what your email said; I
24             think it's completely improper.  And if
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1             what you said you're going to do in your
2             email is actually what you do, as I said
3             in my response, we'll be taking it up with
4             the judge.  So may I continue with my
5             deposition please?  Is that a yes?
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  When did I stop
7             you from asking Mr. Friedman questions
8             except for that one?
9                       MR. GALLIA:  That was the time.

10 BY MR. GALLIA:
11   Q.        So is part of your job with the FAA, Mr.
12   Friedman, do you sit on any committees?
13                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
14             relevance.  You can answer if you want.
15                       THE WITNESS:  I don't care to
16             answer that I agree that it's irrelevant.
17                       MR. GALLIA:  Okay.
18             Mr. Friedman, you don't get to define
19             what's relevant in the case, Mr. Bomstein
20             doesn't get to define what's relevant, I
21             don't get to define what's relevant.  The
22             judge, as part of her role in this case,
23             will decide what's relevant and what's not
24             relevant.
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1                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  And you have a
2             right to take it to the judge.
3                       MR. GALLIA:  Sorry, I wasn't
4             finished.
5                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Go ahead.
6                       MR. GALLIA:  On top of that,
7             Mr. Bomstein's instruction that you can
8             answer if you want to is also an improper
9             instruction.  You're under subpoena and

10             that subpoena requires you to attend a
11             deposition and answer questions.
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  That subpoena is
13             ineffective right now but he is offering
14             himself up for deposition.  He's made
15             himself available.
16                       MR. GALLIA:  He testified in the
17             begin that he's here pursuant to the
18             subpoena.
19                       MR. BOMSTEIN:
20             Mischaracterization.
21 BY MR. GALLIA:
22   Q.        Sir, are you not going to answer that
23   question?
24   A.        No.
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1   Q.        Okay.  I just want you to know that we
2   will be going to the judge with regard to all of the
3   questions that Mr. Bomstein instructs you not to
4   answer and all of the questions that you choose, for
5   whatever reason you're going to offer, to not answer
6   the question, and we're going to seek to have you
7   back for redeposition to answer all of those
8   questions.  I just want you to understand that.  Do
9   you understand?

10   A.        I heard what you said.
11   Q.        Do you understand it?
12   A.        I understood the words.
13   Q.        Anything that you don't understand?
14   A.        Do you want to repeat it and I'll consider
15   it?  No, you don't want to repeat it?
16   Q.        Was there anything that you didn't
17   understand?
18   A.        I'm not sure that I can remember back to
19   the beginning of your statement.  If you want to
20   repeat your statement?
21   Q.        Sure.  You know what, I will, because I
22   think it's important enough that I do that.
23   A.        Sure, wonderful.
24   Q.        You don't define the scope of relevance in
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1   the case, Mr. Bomstein doesn't define the scope of
2   relevance in the case, and I don't either.  That is
3   a job for the judge.  The judge will make those
4   determinations.  You're here pursuant to a subpoena
5   and that subpoena requires you to answer questions.
6   It's not an option as Mr. Bomstein said to you.   So
7   we are going to.
8             And I've instructed Mr. Bomstein of this
9   before but I want to instruct you specifically

10   because you're the one who has chosen not to answer
11   that question.  But we are going to petition the
12   judge for a redeposition to bring you back to answer
13   all of the questions that you, for whatever reason,
14   choose not to answer them.  I just want you to
15   understand that there be no confusion about that.
16   Do you understand that?
17   A.        I understood what you said.  I'm honestly
18   not qualified to judge the legal aspects of what you
19   said buy I heard what you said.
20   Q.        Okay.  Is there anything that you don't
21   understand?
22   A.        In general and in life there are many
23   things I don't understand.
24   Q.        About what I said, Mr. Friedman?
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1   A.        I don't think so.
2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  There are
3             falsehoods in what you said.
4                       MR. GALLIA:  Is that an
5             objection, Mr. Bomstein, or is that just
6             another interruption?
7                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  You can continue.
8 BY MR. GALLIA:
9   Q.        What did you do to prepare for your

10   deposition here today, Mr. Friedman?
11   A.        Well, I had a good breakfast, tried to get
12   a good night's sleep.
13   Q.        Okay.  Along with your breakfast and your
14   good night's sleep, what did you do to prepare for
15   your deposition?  Did you have any discussions with
16   anyone?  Did you review any documents?  That's the
17   thing I'm really interested in.
18                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  An objection to
19             the extent this gets into attorney-client
20             privilege.  Don't answer.
21                       THE WITNESS:  I didn't review
22             any documents in particular in
23             preparation.
24 BY MR. GALLIA:
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1   Q.        When you say in particular, did you review
2   documents in general?
3   A.        No.
4   Q.        Did you review any documents in
5   preparation for your deposition?
6   A.        A couple of weeks ago I took a look at the
7   affidavits that I filed because I thought that's
8   what you wanted to ask me about.
9   Q.        Any other documents?

10   A.        No.
11   Q.        Did anybody provide you with any documents
12   to review?
13   A.        No.
14   Q.        So what affidavits did you look at?
15   A.        The two affidavits or declarations that I
16   filed in support of Clean Air Council's case.
17   Q.        Where did you get those affidavits?
18   A.        My computer.
19   Q.        Did you have any discussions with anyone
20   about your deposition?
21                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Same objection.
22             You can answer to the extent that it
23             doesn't fall under attorney-client
24             privilege.
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1                       THE WITNESS:  I had discussions
2             with my attorney.
3 BY MR. GALLIA:
4   Q.        Who's your attorney?
5   A.        For the purposes of what we're doing, the
6   Clean Air Council and Mr. Bomstein.
7   Q.        When did Mr. Bomstein become your
8   attorney?
9   A.        When you subpoenaed me or you announced

10   your intent to subpoena me or when you announced
11   your intent to depose me.  At the point where you
12   indicated an interest in deposing me for the
13   purposes of Clean Air Council's case, Clean Air
14   Council became my representative.
15   Q.        Automatically; is that what you're saying?
16   A.        Automatically, no.
17   Q.        Well, how is it then that Mr. Bomstein
18   became your attorney?
19   A.        We entered into an attorney-client
20   relationship.
21   Q.        When?
22                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Asked and
23             answered, objection.
24 BY MR. GALLIA:
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1   Q.        When specifically though; that's what I'm
2   asking about.
3                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Same objection,
4             you can answer.
5                       THE WITNESS:  It was -- I don't
6             recall the exact date.  I was informed
7             your interest in deposing me and by Clean
8             Air Council and, at the same time, Clean
9             Air Council offered to represent me for

10             that.
11 BY MR. GALLIA:
12   Q.        Who informed you of our intent to depose
13   you?
14   A.        Alex Bomstein.
15   Q.        How is it that he did that?  Via email,
16   phone call?
17   A.        One of those.
18   Q.        Do you remember which?
19   A.        I don't.
20   Q.        Have you had communications with
21   Mr. Bomstein via email?
22   A.        Yes.
23   Q.        Did you have communications with
24   Mr. Bomstein via email prior to the time that you
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1   became your counsel?
2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
3             form, you can answer.
4                       THE WITNESS:  Yes.
5 BY MR. GALLIA:
6   Q.        What did you communicate about with
7   Mr. Bomstein prior to the time he became your
8   counsel?
9   A.        I don't remember.

10   Q.        How many times did you communicate via
11   email?
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
13             form, you can answer.
14                       THE WITNESS:  I don't know.
15 BY MR. GALLIA:
16   Q.        Many?
17   A.        What number does many represent?
18   Q.        Well, I'm just trying to refresh your
19   recollection.  More than 10?
20   A.        Probably.
21   Q.        More than 50?
22   A.        I don't know.
23   Q.        More than 100?
24   A.        I don't know.
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1   Q.        You still have those communications?
2   A.        I don't know.
3   Q.        Well, they were emails; is that correct?
4                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
5             form, you can answer.
6                       THE WITNESS:  We communicated by
7             various means and to the extent that I
8             have any of those communications, I have
9             them.

10 BY MR. GALLIA:
11   Q.        Okay.  So various means, you spoke to
12   Mr. Bomstein on the phone.  Is that a fair
13   statement?
14   A.        Yes.
15   Q.        You emailed back and forth with Mr.
16   Bomstein; is that fair?
17   A.        Yes.
18   Q.        What other methods of communication did
19   you have with Mr. Bomstein, if any?
20   A.        An occasional text message perhaps.
21   Q.        Did you have any discussions with anyone
22   else at the Clean Air Council regarding your
23   deposition?
24   A.        Nope.
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1   Q.        Do you know who Ms. Urbanowicz is?
2   A.        Yes.
3   Q.        How is it that you know Ms. Urbanowicz?
4   A.        I met her through the Clean Air Council.
5   Q.        Did you have any discussions with her
6   about your deposition?
7   A.        No.
8   Q.        Did you have any discussions with Joan
9   Lenott about you deposition?

10   A.        No.
11   Q.        Do you know who Michael Bomstein is?
12   A.        Yes.
13   Q.        How do you know Michael Bomstein?
14   A.        We met a while ago.  I'm not sure -- I
15   don't remember the circumstances under which we
16   first became acquainted.
17   Q.        Have you had communications with Michael
18   Bomstein via email?
19   A.        Occasionally.
20   Q.        About what would you communicate?
21   A.        I don't remember.
22   Q.        How often would you communicate with
23   Michael Bomstein?
24                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
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1             form, you can answer.
2                       THE WITNESS:  Infrequently.
3 BY MR. GALLIA:
4   Q.        Did you have any discussions with Michael
5   Bomstein about your deposition?
6   A.        No.
7   Q.        Did you communicate with Michael Bomstein
8   via text message ever?
9   A.        I possibly did.

10   Q.        Did you communicate with Mr. Bomstein over
11   the phone -- sorry, did you communicate with Michael
12   Bomstein over the phone?
13                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
14             form, you can answer.
15                       THE WITNESS:  Yes.
16 BY MR. GALLIA:
17   Q.        Did you discuss with Michael Bomstein your
18   deposition over the telephone?
19   A.        No.
20   Q.        What was it that you discussed with
21   Michael Bomstein?
22   A.        I don't remember.
23   Q.        When you did speak with him?
24   A.        I don't remember.
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1   Q.        How many times did you speak with Michael
2   Bomstein over the telephone?
3   A.        I don't know.
4   Q.        More than 10?
5   A.        Probably not.
6   Q.        When's the last time you spoke with him?
7   A.        I don't remember.
8   Q.        Was it this week?
9   A.        No.

10   Q.        Was it last week?
11   A.        Possibly.
12   Q.        What did you speak to him last week about?
13   A.        I don't remember.
14   Q.        You don't remember at all?
15   A.        I don't.
16   Q.        How long did you talk to him?
17                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to form
18             and relevance, you can answer.
19                       THE WITNESS:  My recollection is
20             that any telephone conversations I had
21             with Michael Bomstein were brief.
22 BY MR. GALLIA:
23   Q.        What makes you say that?
24   A.        That's just my recollection.
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1   Q.        But you don't have any recollection of
2   what you talked about at any point?
3   A.        No, I don't.
4   Q.        Did you have specific discussions with
5   Alex Bomstein regarding your deposition?
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, asked
7             and answered.  You can answer.
8                       THE WITNESS:  Yes.
9 BY MR. GALLIA:

10   Q.        What did you discuss with Alex Bomstein
11   about your deposition?
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
13             attorney-client privilege; instruct him
14             not to answer.
15 BY MR. GALLIA:
16   Q.        Are you not going to answer that question?
17   A.        I'm instructed not to answer by my
18   counsel.
19   Q.        How many times did you discuss your
20   deposition with Mr. Bomstein?
21   A.        Possibly twice.
22   Q.        When were those discussions?
23   A.        One was a couple of weeks ago and the
24   other was in the last couple of days.
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1   Q.        How long did you speak with him when you
2   spoke with him a couple weeks ago?
3   A.        Probably an hour.
4   Q.        And how long did you speak with him in the
5   last couple of days?
6   A.        Briefly.
7   Q.        Did you communicate with Alex Bomstein via
8   email regarding your deposition?
9   A.        Not that I recall.

10   Q.        Did you communicate with him via text
11   message?
12   A.        Not that I remember, no.
13                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Mr. Gallia, I'd
14             just like to let you know that
15             Mr. Friedman, unfortunately, does not have
16             all day here.  So I would recommend for
17             everybody's sake that you get to questions
18             pertinent to this case.  You can obviously
19             do what you want but I just wanted to
20             advise you.
21 BY MR. GALLIA:
22   Q.        So, Mr. Friedman, it's 20 to 12-ish.
23   Mr. Bomstein said that you've got some sort of time
24   restriction; is that correct?
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1   A.        Yes.
2   Q.        What is your time restriction?
3   A.        Why do I have a time restriction?
4   Q.        No.  What is it?  What time?
5   A.        What time?  2 o'clock.
6   Q.        And why is it you have a 2 o'clock
7   restrictions?
8   A.        I have to pick up my son.  He's very
9   important to me.

10   Q.        I would imagine he is?
11   A.        Are you a father?
12   Q.        I am.
13   A.        Happy belated Father's Day.
14   Q.        Yeah.  So you knew that the deposition was
15   today though, correct?
16   A.        Yes.
17   Q.        And you knew that the notice said the
18   deposition would proceed from day-to-day until
19   finished, correct?
20   A.        I remember reading some words to that
21   effect.
22   Q.        So I'm just not certain that we're going
23   to be finished by 2 o'clock.
24   A.        Well, I'm ready to proceed when you are.
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1                       MR. GALLIA:  Well, I'm going to
2             proceed for sure and I've got a lot that I
3             need to discuss with you.  But what I
4             think -- it might be smart to do is for
5             you to take break and so if you can make
6             some alternative arrangements.
7                       Because, you know, Mr. Bomstein
8             should have brought this do my attention
9             weeks ago when he knew of it.  Certainly

10             this morning he knew of it because you
11             just didn't tell me him right now because
12             I know you've been sitting here for the
13             last hour or so.
14                       So courtesy would have said tell
15             me this this morning but he didn't do
16             that.  So now that I know now at 20 to
17             12:00, let me suggest that we take a short
18             break here and you see if you can make
19             alternative arrangements and I'll see how
20             quickly I can get done.  But I can't for
21             sure tell you we're going to be done at 2
22             p.m.
23                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  And just to be
24             clear, we started at 10:54 and it's 11:40
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1             and there's been nothing, so far, related
2             to the ways in which Mr. Friedman is
3             involved in this case which are two
4             declarations that we've submitted from Mr.
5             Friedman.
6                       That's why I thought that
7             everything would be fine because he got
8             here at 9:30, as noticed him for, and his
9             conflict wasn't until 2:00 and there are

10             only a few pages of material that's
11             relevant to this case.
12                       MR. GALLIA:  Well, that's your
13             position, Mr. Bomstein, that's your
14             position.  But your position differs from
15             my position.
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I understand.
17                       MR. GALLIA:  You, I'm sure, set
18             up this nonsense with the video recorder
19             this morning for the purpose of delaying
20             the deposition.
21                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  That's
22             ridiculous.
23                       MR. GALLIA:  Now -- I don't
24             think it is.  In fact, I think that's
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1             exactly what happened.  Now, 20 to 12:00,
2             you interrupt to tell me the man's got two
3             hours left and you know that we have to
4             take a lunch for various reasons and we're
5             going to do that.
6                       So let me suggest again -- let's
7             take a break here and make some
8             alternative arrangements, Mr. Friedman.
9             And, again, I will try to get done as

10             quickly as I can but I cannot make any
11             promises to you that it's going to be by
12             2 o'clock.
13                       THE WITNESS:  I don't need a
14             break and I attempted to make alternate
15             arrangements but I was unable to do so so
16             those are my obligations.
17                       MR. GALLIA:  So then,
18             Mr. Friedman, let me ask you this.  If
19             that's the case, you would have no problem
20             then coming back to finish the deposition
21             at a later point in time.  Is that fair?
22                       THE WITNESS:  Would that make
23             you happy if I did that?
24                       MR. GALLIA:  Well, it's not
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1             about my happiness, Mr. Friedman.  It's
2             about the law, right?  The subpoena was
3             issued, the notice was issued both
4             validly; you're here pursuant to them.  I
5             have a right to ask these question; this
6             is a discovery deposition.  So it's what
7             the law allows; it's not what makes me
8             happy.
9                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  And just to

10             clarify.  Mr. Friedman is providing his
11             presence and answering questions of his
12             own accord when discovery is not currently
13             open so the law doesn't require him to be
14             here but he is here of his own will.  So I
15             just want to clarify because it bothers
16             when you misrepresent the law to my
17             client.
18                       MR. GALLIA:  Well, I'm not
19             misrepresenting anything because I'm using
20             both of the documents and your client's
21             words.  And you and I know that we
22             scheduled this deposition to accommodate
23             his schedule in the first place.  So you
24             can say whatever you want and make
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1             whatever misrepresentations you want but
2             the facts are clear and they'll play out
3             in front of the judge, Mr. Bomstein.
4                       So instead of you wasting more
5             time here, which I get that you're going
6             to try to do, let's take a short break and
7             let's see if we can't make some
8             alternative arrangements and, if not, then
9             we'll have to figure out what the date

10             that Mr. Friedman comes back is, okay?
11             Let's go off that record.
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Please don't go
13             off the stenographic record.
14                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is
15             11:41; we're off the record.
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Mr. Friedman has
17             said that he doesn't need a break.  So the
18             break is being taken according to Sunoco's
19             council.
20                       MR. GALLIA:  Yes, we're taking a
21             break.  And I'm going to suggest again,
22             for the third time, that Mr. Friedman
23             attempt to make alternate arrangements for
24             his obligations this afternoon for all the
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1             reasons that I've already stated and which
2             you know.
3                       (At this time, Mr. Gallia left
4             the room.)
5                       (At this time, Mr. Gallia
6             reenters the room.)
7                       MR. GALLIA:  Let's go back on
8             the record.
9                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

10             11:47, we are now back on the record.
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Have you gotten
12             the break you needed, Mr. Gallia?
13                       MR. GALLIA:  So we took a break
14             so that I could give Mr. Friedman the
15             opportunity to attempt to make alternate
16             arrangements for his conflict that he's
17             got this afternoon.  Have you had a chance
18             to do that, Mr. Friedman?
19                       THE WITNESS:  I told you two
20             times before the break that I tried to do
21             that in advance and it wasn't possible.
22                       MR. GALLIA:  So cam you explain
23             to me why it was that we were advised that
24             you were available today for your
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1             deposition when, in fact, you're not
2             available?
3                       THE WITNESS:  No.
4                       MR. GALLIA:  And can you tell me
5             why it is that Mr. Bomstein waited until
6             20 to 12:00 to advise me that you had a
7             2 o'clock deadline?
8                       THE WITNESS:  No, I can't.
9                       MR. GALLIA:  I mean, did you and

10             Mr. Bomstein set this up in advance?
11                       THE WITNESS:  No, of course not.
12                       MR. GALLIA:  Did you set up the
13             video thing that you -- the little charade
14             that you had here this morning in advance?
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
16             hostile, argumentative.
17                       MR. GALLIA:  Was that set up in
18             advance?
19                       THE WITNESS:  Well, there's no
20             charade, there was no pretense; and no, it
21             was not set up in advance.
22                       MR. GALLIA:  Did Mr. Bomstein
23             know that you were bringing a video
24             camera?
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1                       THE WITNESS:  No.
2                       MR. GALLIA:  Did you tell him
3             that were you bringing one?
4                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Excuse me, we're
5             talking about discussions -- I object,
6             we're talking about discussions between me
7             many and Mr. Friedman regarding this
8             deposition which are all attorney-client
9             privilege.

10                       So, you know, Mr. Friedman has
11             already explained that this is not
12             something we planned and, you know,
13             frankly, even that is, you know,
14             encroaching on attorney-client privilege
15             territory.  I'm going to instruct him to
16             not talk further about our conversations
17             relating to this deposition.
18                       MR. GALLIA:  Are you finished
19             with that interruption now?
20                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  That was an
21             objection.
22                       MR. GALLIA:  No, objection and
23             then the basis for it --
24                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I gave you --
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1             that was the basis for it.
2                       MR. GALLIA:  -- would be an
3             objection.  So please --
4                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  That was the
5             basis for it.
6                       MR. GALLIA:  -- I'm asking you
7             again, if you have an objection just state
8             the word and the reason for it.
9                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  That's what I

10             did.
11                       MR. GALLIA:  The two-word,
12             three-word, whatever.
13                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  It took more than
14             two or three words.
15                       MR. GALLIA:  Attorney-client
16             privilege -- that would be your objection,
17             right?  Isn't that what you said?  No, no,
18             I know you wanted to explain it so you
19             could explain it to your witness so you
20             can couch his testimony; I get that.  But
21             that's improper, Mr. Bomstein.  I've cited
22             the rule to you many times.  I'm asking
23             you again, please, stop doing it, please.
24                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Please stop
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1             insulting me and interrupting me.  Go
2             ahead with the rest of your deposition.
3 BY MR. GALLIA:
4   Q.        So did you have any discussions about your
5   deposition with Rich Raiders?
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
7             objection.  Mr. Raiders, first of all, has
8             nothing -- okay, objection,
9             attorney-client privilege, instruct not to

10             answer.
11 BY MR. GALLIA:
12   Q.        Are you not going to answer that question?
13   A.        No.
14   Q.        Is Mr. Raiders your counsel for purposes
15   of this deposition?
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
17             form, that's attorney-client privilege.
18                       MR. GALLIA:  Are you instructing
19             him not to answer that question, as well?
20                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  No, I'm saying
21             the line of questioning you're going into
22             is attorney-client privilege.
23                       MR. GALLIA:  I'm trying to find
24             out if there's a privilege or not.  That's
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1             what the question was.
2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I just told you.
3 BY MR. GALLIA:
4   Q.        Is Mr. Raiders your attorney for purposes
5   of this deposition, Mr. Friedman?
6   A.        No, he's not.
7   Q.        So did you have discussions with
8   Mr. Raiders about your deposition?
9                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,

10             attorney-client privilege, instruct not to
11             answer.  And if you want me to explain why
12             that's attorney-client privilege, I can
13             but it seems like you don't want me to.
14                       MR. GALLIA:  No, because you
15             just made it up; I don't want you to.
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I didn't make it
17             up.
18 BY MR. GALLIA:
19   Q.        Are you going to answer that question or
20   not?
21   A.        So Rich Raiders represents my homeowners
22   association.  In that role we discussed many things
23   in the course of our attorney-client relationship.
24   In the course of other discussions that we had, I
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1   let him know that you had an interest in deposing me
2   in a case to which I'm not a party.
3   Q.        How many times did you speak with
4   Mr. Raiders about your deposition?
5   A.        I don't know.
6   Q.        More than five?
7   A.        No.
8   Q.        When was the last time you spoke with him?
9   A.        I don't know.

10   Q.        You don't know the last time you spoke
11   with him in general at all?
12   A.        The last time I spoke to him about
13   anything?
14   Q.        Yes.
15   A.        Yesterday.
16   Q.        Was your deposition one of the topics that
17   you discussed yesterday?
18   A.        Not that I recall.
19   Q.        Did Mr. Raiders attempt to influence your
20   testimony here in any way?
21   A.        Of course not.
22   Q.        By the way, did Mr. Bomstein attempt to
23   influence your testimony here in any way?
24   A.        Of course not.
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1   Q.        You know Tom Casey.  Right?
2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
3             relevance.
4                       THE WITNESS:  Yes, I know him.
5 BY MR. GALLIA:
6   Q.        Did you speak with Mr. Casey regarding
7   your deposition?
8                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
9             relevance.

10                       THE WITNESS:  Well, I did
11             because you deposed both of us in this
12             case to which neither of us are parties.
13 BY MR. GALLIA:
14   Q.        Well, actually I deposed Mr. Casey, that's
15   true, and I'm now deposing you.  So is that what you
16   discussed with Mr. Casey?
17   A.        I don't understand the question.
18   Q.        I don't understand what your comment meant
19   so I'm trying to get some clarity on what did you
20   mean by that?  So let me ask you this -- what did
21   you mean by that?
22   A.        I -- by my last comment?
23   Q.        Yes, sir.
24   A.        You chose to send us both subpoenas for
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1   depositions in this case to which neither of us are
2   parties.  We know each other; we discussed the fact
3   that you had taken that action.
4   Q.        Well, Mr. Friedman, are you trying to say
5   that you're surprised that we're taking your
6   deposition --
7                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
8             argumentative.
9 BY MR. GALLIA:

10   A.        -- because you're not a party to the case?
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
12             argumentative.
13                       THE WITNESS:  Are you interested
14             in things that surprise me?
15                       MR. GALLIA:  No, I'm asking you
16             because you said now for the second time
17             that you talked with Mr. Casey that both
18             of you are being deposed and you have
19             nothing to do with the case, you're not
20             parties to the case.  So I'm asking you
21             are you surprised that we're taking your
22             deposition?
23                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, form,
24             mischaracterization, and argumentative.
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1                       THE WITNESS:  I am surprised.
2 BY MR. GALLIA:
3   Q.        What surprises you about it?
4   A.        I'm not a party to this case.
5   Q.        You know that you swore out an affidavit
6   and attached it to the complaint in this case, don't
7   you?
8                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
9             form, you can answer.

10                       THE WITNESS:  Of course I know
11             that.
12 BY MR. GALLIA:
13   Q.        You also know that the Clean Air Council
14   has made representations about you in their 50-page
15   complaint, don't you?
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
17             mischaracterization, you can answer.
18                       THE WITNESS:  I don't recall the
19             contents of the claim.
20                       MR. GALLIA:  Well, let me show
21             it to you.
22                       (At this time, document
23             Friedman-3 was marked for identification.)
24 BY MR. GALLIA:
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1   Q.        Here's the complaint; it's marked now as
2   Exhibit-3 for Mr. Bomstein if he wants it.  Have you
3   seen this complaint before, Mr. Friedman?
4   A.        I've seen the compliant that the Clean Air
5   Council filed.  I obviously can't say that this is
6   it.  I've seen the Clean Air Council's compliant in
7   this case at some point.
8   Q.        So if you're not a party to the case, why
9   would you seek Clean Air Council's complaint?

10                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
11             form.
12                       THE WITNESS:  Is it a public
13             document that was filed with the court?
14 BY MR. GALLIA:
15   Q.        Is that how you got it?  You got it
16   through the public document system?
17                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
18             relevance and form, you can answer.
19                       THE WITNESS:  I don't recall how
20             I got it.  My understanding is that it's a
21             public document and it's in the public
22             domain filed by the court so however I got
23             it I saw it.
24 BY MR. GALLIA:
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1   Q.        How did you get it?

2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, asked

3             and answered.

4                       THE WITNESS:  I don't remember.

5 BY MR. GALLIA:

6   Q.        When did you get it?

7   A.        I don't remember.

8   Q.        From whom did you get it?

9   A.        I don't remember.

10   Q.        Did Mr. Bomstein send it to you?

11   A.        I don't know.

12   Q.        Did you know that they -- they being the

13   Clean Air Council and Michael Bomstein and Margaret

14   deMarteleire were putting representations about you

15   in the complaint?

16   A.        How would I know what representations

17   people wished -- you know, your client has made

18   representations about me and they didn't advise me

19   either.

20   Q.        I'm asking you about what the Clean Air

21   Council did?

22   A.        You're asking me -- if you're asking me

23   did I consult on the drafting of the complaint, the

24   answer is no.
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1   Q.        Did you see the complaint before it was
2   filed?
3   A.        No.
4   Q.        So how do you know then what the Clean Air
5   Council was saying about you is true if you didn't
6   even see the complaint before it was filed?
7                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
8             form, you can answer.
9                       THE WITNESS:  I never -- you

10             never asked me any question about what I
11             thought -- whether that -- whether I
12             thought that what they said about me was
13             true or not.
14 BY MR. GALLIA:
15   Q.        Well, do you even know what they said
16   about you?
17   A.        No.
18   Q.        Would you turn to -- it's page 28 of the
19   complaint, please.  Paragraph 118 of Clean Air
20   Council's complaint says Eric Friedman is a member
21   of the council.  Do you see where they've written
22   that about you?
23   A.        Yes.
24   Q.        So your testimony is that you did not know
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1   that the Clean Air Council was including that
2   allegation in its complaint against Sunoco Pipeline?
3   A.        Did I know that in advance, no.
4   Q.        Paragraph 119 says Mr. Friedman lives in
5   the Andover subdivision in Thornbury Township,
6   Delaware County, and is the current president of the
7   Andover Homeowners' Association?
8   A.        Yes.
9   Q.        Did you know that they were including that

10   allegation?
11   A.        That's a true statement and this looks
12   like a rundown of the facts that I articulated in
13   one of the affidavits.
14   Q.        Who did you articulate those facts to?
15   A.        They're in my affidavit.
16   Q.        Yeah, but who did you give them to?
17                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
18             form, you can answer.
19                       THE WITNESS:  I gave them to the
20             Clean Air Council.
21 BY MR. GALLIA:
22   Q.        Who though?
23   A.        Who specifically?
24   Q.        Yes, sir.
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1   A.        To Alex Bomstein.
2   Q.        When did you give him that affidavit?
3   A.        The dates, I believe, are on the affidavit
4   now reflect the dates that I gave him.
5   Q.        Let's have a look.  So if you turn to the
6   back, Exhibit-J, it's very close to the back.  Maybe
7   Mr. Bomstein can help you, he's sitting right next
8   to you.  Have you found Exhibit-J?
9   A.        Yeah.

10   Q.        That's your affidavit; is that correct?
11   I'm sorry, that's incorrect.  That document is
12   entitled Declaration of Eric Friedman; is that
13   correct?
14   A.        That's what it says on this peace of
15   paper.
16   Q.        And what date did you execute that
17   declaration, Mr. Friedman?
18   A.        Well, I turned to page 3 of the
19   declaration; it stated August 26th, 2015.
20   Q.        I see where it's dated.  My question to
21   you though is what date did you execute it?
22   A.        Well, if this is the declaration that I
23   executed it then that was the date.  It says
24   executed this date so that's the date of execution.
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1   Q.        Do you have any reason to believe this is
2   not your declaration?
3   A.        No.
4   Q.        So who drafted this declaration?
5   A.        I did.
6   Q.        Why?
7   A.        Because I wanted to express support for
8   the Clean Air Council's complaint.
9   Q.        What -- wait -- what made you choose the

10   information that you chose in your affidavit?
11   A.        What made me choose the information that I
12   included?  I don't know.
13   Q.        So you say you wanted to provide support
14   to the Clean Air Council.  Support for what?
15   A.        The support for their complaint against
16   you're client, Sunoco.
17   Q.        Did you know that Clean Air Council was
18   filing a complaint against Sunoco Pipeline?
19   A.        Yes.
20   Q.        When did you find that out?
21   A.        I don't know.
22   Q.        How did you find out that?
23   A.        I don't remember.
24   Q.        Did you communicate with the Clean Air
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1   Council -- and that's Mr. Bomstein or Mr. Urbanowicz
2   or Ms. Wilson -- or any of the lawyers from the
3   Clean Air Council at any time regarding this
4   declaration?
5   A.        The only Clean Air Council attorney that I
6   ever consulted with is Alex Bomstein.  And to the
7   extent there was communication it would have been in
8   the form of is this adequate for the -- for its
9   intended purpose.  Does it communicate information

10   that would be relevant and probative to the court in
11   evaluating the complaint of Clean Air Council which
12   is intended to prevent Sunoco Pipeline from taking
13   the property of my homeowners' association and
14   subjecting the residents of my community to the risk
15   of its hazardous infrastructure.
16   Q.        So you're the one who selected all of the
17   facts that you say in this declaration?
18   A.        I believe I already said that.
19   Q.        Is that correct?
20   A.        Yes.
21   Q.        So let me ask you this.  Why did you
22   include on the last page the sentence that says I
23   declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
24   is true and correct?  Why did you include that
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1   statement?

2   A.        Is that not an appropriate statement to

3   include?

4   Q.        I'm asking you why you included it?

5   A.        It seems useful for the court to know that

6   I am declaring under the penalty of perjury that

7   these statements are correct.

8   Q.        And why do you think the court needed to

9   know that?

10   A.        It seemed reasonable to me.

11   Q.        Isn't it true, Mr. Friedman, that

12   Mr. Bomstein drafted this affidavit and sent it to

13   you?

14   A.        No, I don't think that's right.

15   Q.        Did you communicate with Mr. Bomstein via

16   email regarding this affidavit?

17   A.        I said that we communicated regarding it

18   -- a declaration.

19   Q.        I'm sorry, declaration, thank you for the

20   correction.  How many times did you communicate with

21   Mr. Bomstein about your declaration?

22   A.        I don't remember.  In 2015, I'm sorry, I

23   don't remember.

24   Q.        Did you know that the declaration was
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1   going to be attached as an exhibit to the complaint?
2   A.        That was my understanding.
3   Q.        From whom?
4   A.        From Alex Bomstein.
5   Q.        And you were okay with that?
6   A.        Of course.
7   Q.        Because you wanted, as you say, stop
8   Sunoco Pipeline from the project?
9   A.        I didn't say that.

10   Q.        What is it that you said?
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, the
12             record reflects what he said.
13 BY MR. GALLIA:
14   Q.        Yeah.  I thought you said you wanted to
15   stop Sunoco Pipeline from doing something?
16   A.        I didn't say that.
17   Q.        So do you want to stop Sunoco Pipeline
18   from doing something?
19                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
20             form, confusing.
21                       THE WITNESS:  So I am for public
22             safety, I'm for constitutional private
23             property rights, and I'm for property
24             values.  That's what I'm for.
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1   Q.        Yeah, I didn't ask you what you were for,
2   Mr. Friedman, I asked you if you wanted to stop
3   Sunoco Pipeline from doing something?
4   A.        I never said that.
5   Q.        I'm asking you now.  So the answer's no?
6   A.        I have concerns about hazardous industrial
7   infrastructure being constructed by the pipeline
8   operator with the highest number of hazardous
9   liquids release of any of 2000 pipeline operators

10   being constructed to transport very dangerous
11   materials in unsafe proximity to homes, schools, and
12   businesses.  Those are my concerns?
13   Q.        Okay.  I didn't ask about concerns yet but
14   I will.  But the question is do you want to stop
15   Sunoco Pipeline from doing something?
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
17             form, confusing, asked and answered.  You
18             can answer.
19                       THE WITNESS:  I think I did
20             answer.
21 BY MR. GALLIA:
22   Q.        So you're okay then with Sunoco Pipeline
23   putting in the Mariner East project; is that a fair
24   statement?
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1   A.        I believe it's been proposed in a way that
2   is recklessly unsafe.
3   Q.        What's recklessly unsafe it?
4   A.        Well, those are in my previous comments.
5   The materials proposed to transported in
6   industrial-scale quantities are extremely dangerous.
7   Past accidents involving these materials have caused
8   many fatalities and damage over area is measured in
9   square miles.  Sunoco has more leaks from its

10   pipelines than any of 2000 other pipeline operators
11   and there's not plan to protect the public from the
12   risk of this project.
13   Q.        So is that what you're intending to do,
14   protect the public?
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
16             form, you can answer.
17                       THE WITNESS:  I articulated my
18             concerns.
19 BY MR. GALLIA:
20   Q.        Well, you won't answer the question do you
21   want to stop Sunoco Pipeline from doing something
22   but let me ask you this question.  Is it okay for
23   Sunoco Pipeline to install the Mariner East Project
24   in your view?
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1                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
2             form, you can answer.
3                       THE WITNESS:  How would you feel
4             if a company endangered the safety of your
5             family?  I ask you to think about that and
6             your children.
7 BY MR. GALLIA?
8   Q.        Is that a yes or no?
9   A.        That's my answer to your question.

10   Q.        Are there any circumstances under which it
11   would be okay for Sunoco Pipeline to install its
12   Mariner East Project?
13                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
14             form.  The Mariner East Project is being
15             installed in a certain way.  Are you
16             asking if the project were a different
17             project?
18 BY MR. GALLIA:
19   Q.        Do you understand the question, Mr.
20   Friedman?
21   A.        I don't.  But I think you're asking about
22   things that are, frankly, outside the scope of
23   authority that I have and above my pay grade, if I
24   can use that term.
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1   Q.        Authority from whom?
2   A.        From the authority that I have as a
3   person.
4   Q.        And a pay grade of -- I don't understand.
5   A.        Well, I apologize for using that term if
6   it confuses you.
7   Q.        Yeah, so who are you getting your
8   authority from?
9   A.        So as a dad with a family, you understand

10   that that position comes with the authority to
11   protect your children or your family, right?
12   Q.        So that's where you're getting your
13   authority?  Is that what you're saying as a dad?
14   A.        Sure, I'll accept that.  I'm a dad seeking
15   to protect his family.  I'll accept that.
16   Q.        And you have what, one son?
17   A.        That's right.
18   Q.        Do you need a break, Mr. Friedman?
19                       (At this time, the witness
20             reaches into his bag and presents a
21             picture.)
22                       THE WITNESS:  I don't.  This is
23             my son, he's very important to me.
24 BY MR. GALLIA:
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1   Q.        He's a cute kid.  How old is he?
2   A.        He's 8.  How old are your kids?
3   Q.        They're 12, 11, and just about 10.
4   A.        Nice ages.
5   Q.        Yeah.  So I'm just going to move this out
6   of the way, okay?
7   A.        Okay.
8   Q.        The authority -- that's what I'm trying to
9   get, you brought that up.  I mean, what authority

10   are you talking about?  You got me kind of confused.
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
12             form, asked and answer, you can answer.
13                       THE WITNESS:  I didn't mean
14             anything specific.  Everybody has certain
15             authority in life by virtue of their
16             position that they hold.  I personally
17             think, in my opinion, parents hold special
18             authority in attempting to secure the
19             wellbeing of their families and their
20             children.
21 BY MR. GALLIA:
22   Q.        So you're not saying then that somebody
23   gave you authority, you know, to come here and say
24   certain things or not say certain things.  Is that
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1   what -- I just want to make sure I understand what
2   you're saying.
3   A.        Of course not.
4   Q.        Okay, all right, I think I get it.  And
5   then --
6   A.        And to be clear, I didn't claim authority.
7   You asked me a question about something that's
8   global in nature more or less and I said I don't
9   have the authority.  So, I mean, you're saying what

10   authority.  My point was I don't have authority on
11   things that are outside the scope of things that I
12   exercise as a human being as a member of my
13   community.
14   Q.        So my question to you was was there any
15   circumstances in which, you know, the Mariner East 2
16   Project would be okay in your mind, are there?
17                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, asked
18             and answered, confusing form.
19                       THE WITNESS:  My response is
20             that's beyond the scale and scope of
21             things which I'm responsible.
22 BY MR. GALLIA:
23   Q.        Okay.  That's your response?
24   A.        That's my response.
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1   Q.        So if we could look at your affidavit as
2   long as were here.  If not, maybe Mr. Bomstein can
3   help you?
4   A.        Declaration?
5   Q.        Declaration.  It says in paragraph two I
6   am a member of the Clean Air Council.  Do you see
7   where you've written that?
8   A.        Yes, I'll assume that this is my
9   declaration for the purposes of your question.

10   Q.        Well --
11   A.        I see where it says that on the paper.
12   This looks like my declaration.
13   Q.        Do you have any reason to think it isn't?
14   A.        You asked me that; I said I don't.
15   Q.        All right.  Well, it's going to go a lot
16   quicker if you understand that this is your
17   affidavit.  I'm sorry, your declaration.  Do you
18   understand that, Mr. Friedman?
19   A.        Okay.
20   Q.        When is it that you became a member of the
21   Clean Air Council?
22   A.        I don't remember.
23   Q.        For how long have you been a member of the
24   Clean Air Council?
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1   A.        Since I became a member.
2   Q.        Has that membership lapsed in any way?
3   A.        I hope not.
4   Q.        Well, I wonder then why Clean Air Council
5   says that you've never been a member?
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
7             mischaracterization.
8                       MR. GALLIA:  Well, let's have a
9             look.

10                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Please.
11                       MR. GALLIA:  Okay, we'll mark
12             this as Exhibit-4.  I'll hand this over to
13             you, Mr. Friedman.
14                       (At this time, document
15             Friedman-4 was marked for identification.)
16 BY MR. GALLIA:
17   Q.        This is a document we got from the Clean
18   Air Council in the case.  And you can see on the
19   bottom right hand corner there there's some letters
20   and some numbers, CACED000030, is what's called a
21   Bates number.  But if you look just to the left of
22   that where it says support, it says member status
23   never membered.  Do you see where I've read that?
24   A.        I see where it says that on this piece of
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1   paper.
2   Q.        Okay.  Now, if you look up top because
3   someone took some information out in the middle
4   here; I don't know who did that but someone did.
5   But the name where it says contact details says Eric
6   Friedman.  Do you see where that's listed there?
7   A.        Yes.
8   Q.        And do you have any reason to believe this
9   document does not refer to you as Eric Friedman?

10   A.        Well, I don't know.  I mean, it has my
11   email address on here but the rest of the
12   information that would identify me like my address
13   is not on here so I don't -- I don't know.  And
14   anyway, this is not my document; I've never seen
15   this before.
16   Q.        Well, when you sent over your affidavit to
17   Mr. Bomstein, did he not write back to you and --
18   when you sent over your declaration to Mr. Bomstein,
19   did he not write back to you and say wait a minute,
20   you're not a member of Clean Air Council, you can't
21   swear to that?
22   A.        Did I receive the phone call you just
23   described?
24   Q.        Any type of communication whatsoever?
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1   A.        No.
2   Q.        I mean, you're the one who decided to put
3   you declare under penalty of perjury that the
4   foregoing is correct?
5   A.        Yes.
6   Q.        So are you a member of Clean Air Council?
7   A.        As far as I know.
8   Q.        What did you do to join the Clean Air
9   Council?

10   A.        Made a contribution.
11   Q.        When?
12   A.        I don't remember.  Obviously it was before
13   this declaration was executed.
14   Q.        Was it just before the declaration was
15   executed?
16   A.        Probably not; I don't remember.
17   Q.        How much of a donation did you make?
18   A.        I don't remember.
19   Q.        Your affidavit says I joined the Clean Air
20   Council because I am concerned about the apparent
21   intentions of Sunoco Pipeline to take land of the
22   Andover HOA possibly including sections of private
23   lots within Andover for a right-of-way for one or
24   pipelines as part of the Mariner East Project.  Do
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1   you see where you've written that?
2   A.        Yes.
3   Q.        Why did you include that in your
4   declaration?
5   A.        I thought it was a statement of fact.
6   Q.        What were the intentions that were you
7   referring to of Sunoco Pipeline?
8   A.        Are you kidding me?  Is that seriously a
9   question that you're asking me?

10   Q.        Yes, sir.
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Yes, and I
12             object.  You're asking him to characterize
13             the intentions of a third party.
14                       MR. GALLIA:  I'm asking him
15             about what he wrote in his affidavit.
16 BY MR. GALLIA:
17   Q.        What were the apparent intentions that you
18   were referring to in your affidavit -- declaration?
19   A.        Well, so I'll answer your question.  I had
20   a meeting with a Sunoco representative in, I
21   believe, 2014 that was arranged by my township
22   manager and the representatives of Sunoco told me
23   that they intended to take the property of my
24   association.
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1   Q.        Who was it that told you that?
2   A.        Dan Zalaguis.
3   Q.        And when is it that he told you that?
4   A.        During the meeting that was arranged by my
5   township with Sunoco.  It was maybe -- it might have
6   been in 2015; I think it was in 2014.  If it was in
7   2015 it would have been earlier like in the spring
8   sometime.
9   Q.        So that's where you got the information to

10   include this statement in your declaration?
11   A.        That was the first time I became aware,
12   certainly not the only time I became aware of their
13   intentions.
14   Q.        When were the other times?
15   A.        So there were multiple opportunities to
16   become aware of what Sunoco's intentions were in
17   densely populated Delaware County.
18   Q.        I'm just talking about you though.
19   A.        There were public statements at various
20   times made by the company, there was -- there was a
21   filing made at one point with the Delaware County
22   Conservation District which was a map of my
23   neighborhood, recognizable as a map of my
24   neighborhood.  With apparent industrial operations
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1   across the open space of my community and
2   potentially on private lots, as well.
3                       MR. GALLIA:  Let's go off this
4             record here.  I have to take a short
5             break.
6                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is
7             12:19, we are off the record.
8                       (At this time, it was agreed to
9             take lunch and to return at 1:00 p m.)

10                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is
11             1:03 p m., we are now back on the record.
12 BY MR. GALLIA:
13   Q.        Mr. Friedman, at the time we took a break
14   we were talking about your declaration.  Do you
15   still have that declaration in front of you?
16   A.        Yes.
17   Q.        Paragraph 3 says I am the current
18   president of the Andover HOA.  Are you the president
19   of the Andover HOA today?
20   A.        Yes.
21   Q.        Have you been the president of the Andover
22   HOA from the time you signed this declaration until
23   today?
24   A.        Yes.
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1   Q.        Were there ever any time during that
2   timeframe where you were not the HOA president?
3   A.        That's a redundant question but no.
4   Q.        It says the Andover HOA board of directors
5   has been closely following Sunoco and its Mariner
6   East Project.  What do you mean when you say you
7   were closely following Sunoco and its Mariner East
8   Project?
9                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,

10             mischaracterization, you can answer.
11                       THE WITNESS:  I think my
12             statement speaks for itself.
13 BY MR. GALLIA:
14   Q.        I'm sorry, it speaks for itself in what
15   way?  How does that answer the question of what was
16   the board of directors doing to closely follow
17   Sunoco?
18                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
19             mischaracterization of your previous
20             question, you can answer.
21                       THE WITNESS:  It's a discussion
22             of -- it's a subject of regular discussion
23             at board meetings and annual member
24             meetings.
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1 BY MR. GALLIA:
2   Q.        How -- well, the annual member meeting
3   meaning the homeowners' association?
4   A.        The association, in accordance with its
5   community documents, holds an annual meeting with
6   the members and the board of directors meets on a
7   schedule that's determined by the officers of the
8   association; generally it's monthly.
9   Q.        Are you a member of the board of

10   directors?
11   A.        I'm an officer of the association; I serve
12   as president of the association.
13   Q.        Who are the other members of the board?
14   A.        Currently as of right now?
15   Q.        Yes.
16   A.        The other officers of the association are
17   and Jennifer Burlinger and Christine Nigh.
18   Q.        So do these two with you make up the
19   board?
20   A.        Yes.
21   Q.        Who were the board members at the time
22   this declaration was signed?
23   A.        I don't remember and I'm not sure.  You're
24   asking me about operations are corporation?  I don't
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1   know if that's -- I mean, I don't understand how
2   that's relevant.  To answer your question, I don't
3   recall at this exact time in 2015 who the other
4   officers were.
5             What I can tell you is that we have an
6   election for officers every year.  So since the time
7   that this declaration was signed there have been two
8   intervening elections for officers.
9   Q.        Paragraph 5 you say -- sorry, let's stay

10   with paragraph 4 for a minute.  Sorry again, 3;
11   let's stay on -- we're on paragraph 3.  At these
12   meetings and in communication with the members of
13   the association, does the board communicate
14   regarding Mariner East Project?
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
16             relevance.
17                       THE WITNESS:  Paragraph 3
18             describes the subjects of discussion at
19             the 2014 and 2015 annual meetings.
20             Sunoco's intentions to construct hazardous
21             industrial infrastructure in the open
22             space of my association was the subject of
23             discussion at both of those meetings, as I
24             say in my declaration.
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1 BY MR. GALLIA:
2   Q.        My question though was written.  Are there
3   written communications between the board and the
4   members regarding Mariner East Project?
5   A.        Yes.
6   Q.        Has the clean Clean Air Council ever made
7   any presentations to the Homeowners' Association
8   board?
9   A.        To the extent that you're asking me about

10   the internal operations of a private Pennsylvania
11   nonprofit corporation, I really am not -- I'm unsure
12   about my legal obligation to answer your question.
13   The answer -- I will give you that answer to that
14   question which is no.  But you're asking me about
15   things that pertain to the internal operations and
16   deliberations of our corporation.
17   Q.        Does the Clean Air Council communicate
18   with the members of the Andover Homeowners'
19   Association?
20   A.        Not that I have any knowledge of.
21   Q.        Have you ever received at your home --
22   well, let me ask you this first.  Your home is in
23   the Andover subdivision; is that a fair statement?
24   A.        I state that in paragraph 1.
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1   Q.        So have you ever received any

2   communication from the Clean Air Council with regard

3   to the Mariner East Project?

4                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, asked

5             and answered, you can answer.

6 BY MR. GALLIA:

7   Q.        This is at your house I'm talking about?

8   A.        As a member of the Clean Air Council, I

9   receive communications from them.  I presume that

10   all members receive communications from the Clean

11   Air Council.

12   Q.        Are all the members in the Andover

13   subdivision members of the Clean Air Council?

14                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,

15             relevance, and also the associations of

16             individual third parties who aren't here

17             is protected by the first amendment so I

18             instruct him not to respond.

19 BY MR. GALLIA:

20   Q.        You're not going to answer that question,

21   Mr. Friedman?

22   A.        I've been advised by counsel not no answer

23   but I'll tell you I don't know the answer.

24   Q.        In paragraph 4 of your declaration it says
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1   the Andover HOA Board of Directors sent a letter
2   dated October 10th, 2014 to the Pennsylvania Public
3   Utility Commission in connection with Sunoco's
4   efforts to void municipal review and local zoning
5   ordinances in building pipelines for its project.
6   Did you see where you've written that?
7   A.        Yes.
8   Q.        Where did you get -- well, let me ask you
9   this first.  Who specifically drafted the letter of

10   October 10th, 2014?
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
12             relevance.
13                       THE WITNESS:  You're asking me
14             about internal operation of our
15             corporation.  I don't know that I can get
16             into that.
17 BY MR. GALLIA:
18   Q.        So you're not going to answer that
19   question?
20   A.        If you want to know did Clean Air Council
21   draft the letter, the answer's no, they had nothing
22   to do with it.
23   Q.        Well, why do you say that?
24   A.        Because it's true.
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1   Q.        Well, how do you know they had nothing to
2   do with it?
3   A.        Because I know where the letter came from.
4                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
5             relevance and also privacy concerns.
6 BY MR. GALLIA:
7   Q.        So you're not going to answer that
8   question?
9   A.        The HOA Board of Directors sent a letter

10   dated October 10th, 2014 to the Pennsylvania Public
11   Utilities Commission in connection with Sunoco's
12   efforts to avoid municipal review and local zoning
13   ordinances in its efforts to build these proposed
14   pipelines in my neighborhood.
15   Q.        So you're not going to answer that
16   question?
17   A.        I think what I wrote in the declaration
18   speaks for itself.
19   Q.        So in paragraph 5 you say I've been in
20   communication with Sunoco or its agents regarding
21   Sunoco's stated intent to construct its project
22   through the vegetated Andover open space which
23   serves as a buffer between private lots and Andover
24   and Pennsylvania State Route 352 or elsewhere
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1   through or across the Andover neighborhood.  Do you
2   see where you've written that?
3   A.        Yes.
4   Q.        What do you mean by or elsewhere through
5   and across the Andover neighborhood?
6   A.        You know, it's never really been clear
7   what Sunoco's intentions are with respect to our
8   neighborhood so I think I was just covering the
9   bases here.  It was clear that Sunoco intended to

10   build pipelines, hazardous industrial infrastructure
11   in the Andover subdivision which, by the way, is
12   zoned R-1 residential.
13             It was -- it has and has been clear that
14   that's what they wish to do for a long time.  I
15   think I was just covering my bases I say it's either
16   through the vegetative open space or the
17   neighborhood.
18   Q.        So as you sit here today, you don't know
19   what Sunoco plans on doing, is that what you're
20   saying in the Andover subdivision?
21   A.        That is correct.  I don't know if you've
22   looked at any plans produced by Sunoco or its
23   contractors but it's very difficult to discern the
24   details of what they intend.  They're generally
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1   pretty poor quality engineering work in my opinion.
2   Q.        Are you an engineer?
3   A.        No, I'm not.
4   Q.        Did you hire an engineer to review the
5   drawings?
6   A.        My association employs an engineer.
7   Q.        That means an engineer lives in the
8   neighborhood?
9   A.        No.

10   Q.        Who's the engineer that the association
11   employs?
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
13             relevance.  It's a privacy issue answer.
14             If you feel that it's not intruding on you
15             and your homeowners' association's privacy
16             you know --
17                       THE WITNESS:  Tony, you know the
18             answer; you've met him.  His name in John
19             Mullin.
20 BY MR. GALLIA:
21   Q.        Mullin is the guy I met at the zoning
22   board hearing; is that --
23   A.        He was at the zoning board hearing.  I
24   presumed that you met him.
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1   Q.        Yeah, he testified there, right?
2   A.        He did.
3   Q.        Okay.  So in paragraph 7 you say as an
4   equitable owner of the land through which Sunoco
5   apparently intends to create a clearcut
6   right-of-way, the Andover HOA has the right to
7   exclude others from the property.  What do you mean
8   by that statement -- as an equitable owner?
9                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, form,

10             misleading, you can answer.
11                       THE WITNESS:  Well, as I think
12             you're aware, at the time that this
13             declaration was executed the Andover
14             Homeowners' Association was the equitable
15             owner of the Andover open space.  At the
16             time that this declaration was signed
17             recorded ownership was still was with the
18             developer of the Andover property and I
19             think you're aware of that.
20 BY MR. GALLIA:
21   Q.        Is that no longer the case?
22   A.        That is no longer the case.  Those are in
23   public records.
24   Q.        So paragraph 8 you say I fear the
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1   right-of-way Sunoco intends to carve may encroach on
2   both the Andover open space, as well as the private
3   lots of Andover homeowners.  Is that statement still
4   accurate?
5   A.        Yes.
6   Q.        Which properties or which private lots is
7   Sunoco going to encroach upon?
8                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, asked
9             and answered.  He just went over this a

10             minute ago.
11                       THE WITNESS:  I believe I did.
12 BY MR. GALLIA:
13   Q.        Well, I missed it then.  What were the
14   private lots that you said?
15   A.        So, again, from the plans that I've seen
16   it's not possible to tell.
17   Q.        So if it's not possible to tell,
18   Mr. Friedman, how could you swear a statement true
19   if you can't even tell yourself from the plans?
20                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
21             mischaracterization and argumentative, you
22             can answer.
23                       THE WITNESS:  My statement in
24             paragraph 8 is I fear the right-of-way
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1             Sunoco intends to carve may encroach on
2             both the Andover open space, as well as
3             the private lots of the Andover
4             homeowners.
5 BY MR. GALLIA:
6   Q.        Wait, your testimony here today is you're
7   not sure what Sunoco's doing?
8   A.        What I said in paragraph 8 is I feared the
9   right-of-way intends -- Sunoco intends to carve may

10   encroach on both the Andover open space, as well as
11   the private lots of Andover Homeowners.
12   Q.        My question though was, as you sit here
13   today, you don't know what Sunoco is actually doing?
14                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
15             form, confusing.
16                       THE WITNESS:  The paragraph
17             you're asking me about doesn't say Sunoco
18             will do or they intend to or what I know
19             for sure what they intend to do.  It says
20             that I fear that they may do something.  I
21             don't understand what's difficult or
22             confusing or hard to understand about
23             that.
24 BY MR. GALLIA:
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1   Q.        Well, I'm asking a different question so
2   maybe that's where the confusion's coming in.  As
3   you sit here today, you don't know exactly what
4   Sunoco's planning to do.  You just told us that;
5   isn't that right?
6   A.        Well, that's not what I said.  It's
7   difficult to discern exactly what Sunoco intends by
8   way of the drawings and plans that it submits.  It's
9   clear enough that they intend to construct hazardous

10   industrial infrastructure in close proximity to the
11   homes in our residential district.  That much is
12   clear.
13   Q.        Has Sunoco approached you to selling
14   easement across your property for the purpose of
15   building interstate pipelines?
16   A.        Have they approached me?  Well, I
17   described the meeting that we had in -- whatever the
18   date was, 2014 or 2015.  I described that meeting in
19   which they said they wanted the property of the
20   association.
21   Q.        My question though is did Sunoco approach
22   you about selling an easement over your property for
23   the purpose of building and interstate pipeline?
24   A.        No, Sunoco didn't.  As I believe you're
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1   well aware, your firm representing Sunoco condemned
2   the property of the homeowners' association without
3   any attempt of negotiation.  I believe you're aware
4   of that.
5   Q.        In paragraph 11 you say Sunoco possesses a
6   limited easement through Andover within which a
7   predecessor company laid two preexisting petroleum
8   pipelines.  When you say a limited easement, what do
9   you mean by that?

10   A.        It contains limitations in terms and
11   conditions.
12   Q.        Meaning Sunoco pipeline has specific
13   rights with regard to that particular area; is that
14   a fair statement?
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
16             form, you can answer.
17                       THE WITNESS:  I mean,
18             presumably.  What I'll tell you is that
19             the property has changed hands multiple
20             times since that document was executed in
21             1963.  I personally have not verified that
22             it was correctly conveyed each time the
23             property was transferred.  As I told you
24             earlier, I've only lived here since 2012;
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1             I can't possibly tell you what happened in
2             1963.  I'm aware of the existence of a
3             document which purports to provide Sunoco
4             with certain rights.  I have -- for the
5             purpose of writing this statement, assumed
6             that Sunoco possesses limited rights.  I
7             have not verified that through something
8             like a title search or legal search.
9 BY MR. GALLIA:

10   Q.        Well, you felt comfortable enough with
11   what you knew that you swore under penalty of
12   perjury that Sunoco had a limited easement?
13   A.        I felt comfortable talking about what
14   exists in the document that I have -- the easement
15   that I have -- I felt comfortable enough talking
16   about that.
17   Q.        So you bring up a good point about time
18   because you said you only lived in that neighborhood
19   for a certain amount of time.  The pipes though that
20   were in the ground, those were in the ground prior
21   to you purchasing your home; is that true?
22   A.        Yes.
23   Q.        And you were aware that those pipes were
24   in the ground at the time you purchased that home;
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1   is that a fair statement?
2   A.        Yes.
3   Q.        And you were aware that Sunoco had an
4   easement running across your property at the time
5   you purchased it; isn't that true?
6   A.        Well, it's not -- again, it's not my
7   property; it's the open space of the Homeowners'
8   Association.  But those are -- what I was aware of
9   is that those are hazardous liquid pipelines.  The

10   pipelines, as I hope you know, the pipelines that
11   Sunoco proposes to construct are very different in
12   terms of materials that they propose to transport.
13   I'd be happy to describe those materials for you if
14   you'd like.
15   Q.        No, but Mr. Bomstein could ask you all
16   those questions when it's his turn.  So in
17   photograph 2 you say I understand that Sunoco is
18   taking landowners to court in Pennsylvania,
19   attempting to condemn private property and has
20   claimed that it has the right to use eminent domain
21   to do that.  What is the basis of that statement?
22   In other words where do you get that understanding?
23   A.        It's indisputably true; without question
24   it's indisputably true.  Your firm has been involved
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1   in dozens of those condemnation cases.
2   Q.        I'm talking about you though, Mr.
3   Friedman.  You're the one who made this statement
4   under penalty of perjury and you say you understand
5   Sunoco's taking landowners to court.  What is your
6   understanding based on?
7   A.        It's a true statement; it's indisputably
8   true.  I don't -- I don't know that I can describe
9   for you exactly where I got my understanding but

10   it's indisputably a true statement and I think it
11   speaks for itself.
12   Q.        Well, which case were you aware of where
13   Sunoco was taking landowners to court in
14   Pennsylvania attempting to condemn their property
15   when you created this declaration?
16   A.        When I executed this on August 26th, 2015,
17   nearly two years ago, I don't remember what cases I
18   was aware of at that time but there have been dozens
19   since then.
20   Q.        In paragraph 14 you say I do not believe
21   in a Sunoco Pipeline, a private company, has the
22   right to take the land of private citizens such as
23   myself or groups of citizens such as the Andover HOA
24   to build interstate petroleum transmission
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1   pipelines.  Do see where you've written that?
2   A.        Yes.
3   Q.        What is your belief based on?
4   A.        Well, you're asking me -- again, you're
5   asking me about a statement that I wrote nearly two
6   years ago.  What comes to my mind now -- and I can't
7   say for sure this is what I thinking of at the time
8   -- what comes to my mind now is a pair of
9   administrative law judges at the PUC which found

10   precisely that and a judge in York County,
11   Pennsylvania that also found precisely that.  So
12   those things may have played into -- may have been
13   in my mind at the time that I wrote this statement.
14   I can't say for sure.
15   Q.        When you say found precisely that, found
16   precisely what?
17   A.        Precisely that Sunoco Pipeline did not
18   have the right to take the land of private citizens.
19   Q.        What's your understanding of PUC's
20   position as you sit here today?
21   A.        I'm not an attorney; I'm not an expert in
22   the PUC process.
23   Q.        So what is your understanding?
24   A.        My understanding of what again?
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1   Q.        The PUC's position on that point as of
2   today?
3                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
4             form, you can answer.
5                       THE WITNESS:  You know, I think
6             that the matter is not settled and just
7             recently a judge in this particular case
8             that you're asking me about -- to which
9             I'm not a party -- found that there are

10             constitutional issues with the PUC process
11             and the process that Sunoco has used to
12             confiscate the land of private landowners
13             in Pennsylvania of which your firm has
14             been a part.
15 BY MR. GALLIA:
16   Q.        So, again, my question was what's your
17   understanding of the PUC's position on what you talk
18   about in paragraph 14 of your affidavit?
19                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
20             form, you can answer.
21                       THE WITNESS:  I have a hard time
22             understanding the PUC position.  I've read
23             documents that PUC attorneys have read and
24             I personally find them dense and difficult
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1             to understand.  So I understand that the
2             PUC in general has -- has expressed an
3             interest in seeing hazardous
4             infrastructure like this constructed.
5             However, the PUC does not have authority
6             with respect to siting; that's my
7             understanding of the PUC process.  It has
8             no authority to review or approve or to
9             regulate siting and that, as a result,

10             probably of that blank spot on the map in
11             the regulatory scheme, Sunoco has proposed
12             this particular hazardous infrastructure
13             within seven feet of a private school in
14             Chester County.
15 BY MR. GALLIA:
16   Q.        That's your understanding of the PUC's
17   position?
18                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, form,
19             argumentative, asked and answered.
20 BY MR. GALLIA:
21   Q.        Let me ask you -- I got to follow up on a
22   couple things you said there.  What's siting mean?
23   A.        What does siting mean?  The site at which
24   infrastructure is proposed to be placed.
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1   Q.        And this case in Chester County, what case
2   is that you're talking about?
3                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection.  Mr.
4             Friedman didn't reference a case in
5             Chester County.
6                       MR. GALLIA:  I believe he did.
7                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  No.  Could you
8             read back Mr. Friedman's response, please?
9                       THE COURT REPORTER:  Sunoco has

10             proposed this particular hazardous
11             infrastructure within seven feet of a
12             private school in Chester County.
13                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  No mention of the
14             case.
15                       MR. GALLIA:  Sorry?
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  No mention of the
17             case.
18 BY MR. GALLIA:
19   Q.        So are you referencing a certain case,
20   Mr. Friedman?
21   A.        No.
22   Q.        Where do you get this information from
23   that Sunoco is putting anything within seven feet of
24   a school?
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1   A.        That is publicly available information
2   produced by an organization called Fact Tracker
3   using, I believe, Sunoco GIS data which I have no
4   direct connection with the project.  But Fact
5   Tracker has identified 40 schools -- 40 schools at
6   highest risk from the proposed location of this
7   particular project.
8             And so schools, in my opinion -- and I'm
9   sure you appreciate this as a father -- are dense

10   clusters of some of the most -- are you listening to
11   me?  I wasn't sure if you were paying attention.
12   Q.        I'm listening to your answer,
13   Mr. Friedman; yeah, I'm listening -- let me say
14   this.  I'm listening to what you're saying; it's not
15   the answer to the question but I'm listening to what
16   you're saying.
17                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Can you please
18             not interrupt the witness?
19                       MR. GALLIA:  He asked me a
20             question so I'm answering it, Mr.
21             Bomstein.
22                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  You interrupted
23             him.
24 BY MR. GALLIA:
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1   Q.        So please continue.
2   A.        I understand it may not be the answer that
3   you want but it's my answer to your question; I'm
4   doing the best that I can to answer your question.
5   So, as I was saying, Fact Tracker has identified 40
6   schools in Pennsylvania most at risk from the
7   location that Sunoco has proposed for this project.
8   And schools are a concern to me as a member of
9   society because they are concentrations, dense

10   concentrations, of the most vulnerable members of
11   our society.
12   Q.        So what is this Fact Tracker?  What is
13   that?
14   A.        It's an organization.
15   Q.        Are you a member of it?
16   A.        No.
17   Q.        When did you get this information about
18   this Chester County school from Fact Tracker?
19   A.        When they completed their work, I was made
20   aware that they had -- somebody had probably sent me
21   a link or something -- that they had completed their
22   analysis of the route.
23   Q.        Who sent it to you?
24   A.        I don't remember.
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1   Q.        When did you get it?
2   A.        I don't know.
3   Q.        It came via email somehow?
4   A.        Probably.
5   Q.        Did it come from Mr. Bomstein?
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
7             relevance.  We're getting really far
8             afield from his testimony here.
9                       MR. GALLIA:  I don't think we

10             are, I don't think we are.  But I don't
11             need you to interrupt because the man is
12             short on time and --
13                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  That's why I'm
14             trying to keep this moving.
15 BY MR. GALLIA:
16   Q.        So if the PUC says -- if the PUC takes the
17   position that Sunoco Pipeline is a public utility,
18   are you willing to accept that, Mr. Friedman?
19   A.        I think there are outstanding questions on
20   the constitutionality of the PUC process itself
21   based on my reading of the recent opinion in this
22   particular case.
23   Q.        Where did you get that opinion?
24   A.        I don't remember.
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1   Q.        Mr. Bomstein sent it to you?
2   A.        It's possible.
3   Q.        So --
4   A.        Would there be anything wrong with that?
5   Q.        Let me ask you this.  You keep referencing
6   this case -- the one that the judge issued that
7   ruling in that you're talking about.  Do you pay
8   attention to all of the cases that Sunoco Pipeline
9   is involved in?

10                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
11             relevance, you can answer.
12                       THE WITNESS:  I don't think I
13             could possibly do that.
14 BY MR. GALLIA:
15   Q.        How do you determine which ones you pay
16   attention to and which ones you don't?
17                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
18             relevance, you can answer.
19                       THE WITNESS:  You know, in a
20             broad sense, it's the same way you decide
21             what you're going to pay attention to in
22             life.  Something comes to your attention
23             that's interesting, you look at it; if
24             it's not interesting, I suppose you don't.
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1 BY MR. GALLIA:
2   Q.        So, well, let me ask you this,
3   Mr. Friedman.  Are you just against the Mariner East
4   Project?
5                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
6             argumentative.
7                       THE WITNESS:  No.
8                       MR. GALLIA:  Sorry?
9                       THE WITNESS:  I said no.

10 BY MR. GALLIA:
11   Q.        Are you against certain aspects of it?
12   A.        So I think that we went over this before;
13   I told you what I'm for.  I'm for public safety,
14   particularly of the most vulnerable populations
15   among us which are our children, our seniors.
16             I'm for public safety, I'm for
17   constitutional private property rights, and I'm for
18   the protection of property values particularly in my
19   neighborhood since I serve as an officer of our
20   association.
21   Q.        Yeah.  So I asked you what you were
22   against and you told me what you were for.  So I'm
23   trying to figure out, you know, what you're against.
24                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, form
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1             and asked and answered.  We've been over
2             this in depth earlier.
3                       MR. GALLIA:  I agree that he
4             said what he's for earlier, that's true.
5             But what I'm trying to find out what
6             aspects -- if you're not against the
7             Mariner East Project, what aspects are you
8             against or what are you against?  Let me
9             ask that question.

10                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
11             form.  Are you asking in life what is he
12             against?
13                       MR. GALLIA:  No, he knows what
14             I'm talking about.  You know I'm talking
15             about the Mariner East Project, don't you,
16             Mr. Friedman?  That's why we're here.
17                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  That wasn't your
18             question.
19                       THE WITNESS:  Actually I didn't
20             understand what you were asking me about
21             and I, you know, I sort of -- maybe you're
22             a negative person and you'd like to paint
23             me in a negative light.  I told you what
24             I'm for.
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1                       MR. GALLIA:  Right, but now I'm
2             asking and what I did ask was what are you
3             against?
4                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
5             relevance and harassment.
6                       THE WITNESS:  I'll turn it
7             around the other way and I hope you
8             understand this as a dad.  I told you I'm
9             for the safety of my family and I hope you

10             can appreciate that.  To turn it around,
11             since you want to cast it in the form of a
12             negative statement, I'm against things
13             that jeopardize the safety of my family.
14             Can you relate to that?
15                       MR. GALLIA:  Anything else?
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
17             form.
18                       MR. GALLIA:  Well, I just want
19             to make sure I get the list.
20                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  The list of what?
21             Objection to form.
22 BY MR. GALLIA:
23   Q.        Are you finished?  I just want to --
24   A.        I'm finished answering your question.
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1   Q.        So which part of the Mariner East Project
2   jeopardizes your family?
3   A.        So thank you for that question, I
4   appreciate it.  So these materials, as you may know,
5   have not been transported in industrial scale
6   quantities in Southeast Pennsylvania previously.
7   They're classified as hazardous liquids by the
8   federal government but they're not hazardous liquids
9   in the same sense that gasoline or jet fuel are

10   hazardous liquids.
11             These materials are actually liquified
12   gases.  So they can be liquified under pressure for
13   transport but if they're released from the pipeline
14   for any reason they convert in the atmosphere to
15   their gaseous form and in gaseous form all of those
16   materials are colorless, odorless, extremely
17   flammable or explosive.
18             And they're heavier than air, meaning that
19   they don't tend to disperse in the atmosphere but
20   they concentrate close to the ground and they can
21   flow for long distances downwind and downhill while
22   still remaining in concentrations that are flammable
23   or explosive.
24             Past accidents involving large scale
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1   releases of those materials have caused damage over
2   areas measured in square miles.  In Delaware County
3   where I live, we have about 3000 people per square
4   mile.  In terms of probability, out of 2000 pipeline
5   operators that report data to the federal
6   government, Sunoco has reported more leaks from
7   their pipeline systems than any other operator
8   regardless of size.  Not more leaks per mile because
9   they're -- they're far from the largest -- but more

10   leaks in an absolute sense.
11             In fact, as of today, Sunoco Pipeline and
12   Sunoco, Inc. have reported 290 leaks from their
13   pipeline system since 2006.  That's a rate of over
14   two per month on average over the course of a decade
15   at a rate that has remained constant or, if
16   anything, has accelerated.
17             The pipeline -- one of the hazardous
18   liquid pipelines in the Andover neighborhood which
19   has been converted to carry hazardous, highly
20   volatile liquids, in fact, has leaked three times as
21   reported by Sunoco in the last year.  Any one of
22   those leaks -- all three of those leaks were in high
23   consequence areas and any one of them could have
24   been deadly.
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1             The most recent leak that they had on this

2   pipeline was April 1st, 2017 in Morgantown,

3   Pennsylvania; that's about 20 miles from where I

4   live.  I visited the site of that accident and the

5   gentleman who owns the property showed me where the

6   combustible vapor was hissing out of the ground

7   about 100 feet from the front door of his house.

8             So the concerns that we have in my

9   neighborhood stem from a combination of extremely

10   hazardous materials which have not been transported

11   in our area before by a company with the worst

12   record of leaking materials from its pipelines out

13   of any of more that 2000 operators.

14             In addition, we've been provided no plan

15   by which the residents of my neighborhood can

16   protect themselves in the event of a leak.  The

17   company generally advises people to, in the event of

18   a leak, to not use a phone because that could ignite

19   a combustible vapor cloud but instead to move on

20   foot in an upwind or an uphill direction for a

21   distance of at least a half mile or further before

22   calling for help.

23             That is not a credible plan in my

24   neighborhood where we have family with young
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1   children and seniors and a dense population and
2   limited roadways on which to move.  It's hardly a
3   credible plan on a nice day like today but at night
4   or in freezing weather, rain, or snow it's simply
5   not a conceivable option that people could move away
6   from a leak or a rupture of this pipeline in enough
7   time.
8             And yet, in past accidents involving these
9   materials, the one thing that has saved lives if

10   there's a delay in ignition is people moving away
11   before the ignition occurs.  So in 2015 there was a
12   leak of a -- there was a rupture of 20 inch pipeline
13   in West Virginia, 20 inch ethylene pipeline.  In
14   that case ignition occurred immediately and thermal
15   damage extended to 2000 feet from the point where
16   the rupture occurred.  Every house in my
17   neighborhood is within 800 feet of this proposed
18   route.
19             In a previous accident in Brenham, Texas
20   there was a large release of natural gas liquids,
21   these highly volatile liquids, from an underground
22   storage cavern and it drifted around for an hour
23   before if found an ignition source; the winds were
24   light.  The ignition source was a vehicle that drove
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1   into the vapor cloud.  That accident caused damage
2   over a three square mile area and rattled the
3   windows of houses 130 miles away.  There was an
4   opportunity for people to escape during that
5   approximately 60 minutes that the vapor cloud
6   dispersed over the area but that opportunity wasn't
7   capitalized on.
8             It appears just like in Brenham, Texas
9   where there was no plan provided to the residents by

10   which they could self evacuate.  Still today, we
11   have no plan for the residents for the residents to
12   evacuate in the event of a leak.
13             In an immediate ignition scenario it's
14   irrelevant but in a delayed ignition scenario it's
15   possible to save lives if we had a plan and yet we
16   don't have a plan.  And neither the PUC nor any
17   other agency of the Commonwealth nor Sunoco has
18   provided us with credible notification and
19   evacuation plan.
20             And so I'd ask you to put yourself with
21   your family in my shoes and think about what that
22   looks like from my perspective.  And my question to
23   you, which I don't expect you to answer, but my
24   question to you is if somebody were to put your
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1   family at risk, what steps would you take to protect
2   your family and where would you stop?
3   Q.        Is that the end of the answer?
4   A.        Yes.
5   Q.        Okay.  So you're not opposed to the
6   Mariner East Project -- just not in your backyard,
7   so to speak.  Is that what you're saying?
8   A.        No, I didn't say that.  So as I mentioned
9   earlier, in Delaware County we have an average

10   population density from the United States Census of
11   3000 people per square mile.  In past accidents
12   involving these materials -- the industry calls them
13   natural gas liquids, I suppose, because that sounds
14   benign.
15             As I mentioned, they're not natural gas
16   nor are they liquid in the atmosphere.  But in past
17   accidents involving these materials where ignition
18   does not occur, what we've seen first responders
19   often heroically attempt to do is to evacuate an
20   area two to three miles in radius or four to six
21   miles n diameter.
22             And if you care to superimpose a six mile
23   diameter circle on Delaware County, for example,
24   you'll find that that contains about 28 square miles
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1   and there are a lot of people in that area.  And I
2   -- I'll attribute this perhaps to the way I was
3   brought up perhaps by my parents but I have a sense
4   of community that extends beyond thinking about my
5   own personal backyard; your mileage may vary.
6             I think about my community and my sense is
7   that a rupture like we saw in 2015 in West Virginia
8   on a 20 inch ethylene pipeline -- same size, same
9   materials that Sunoco intends to put in my

10   neighborhood -- could result in many casualties.
11   And because of my sense of community I'm concerned
12   about that.
13   Q.        So your okay with the project -- just not
14   in my community.  Is that what you're saying?
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
16             mischaracterization.
17                       THE WITNESS:  You know, I'll
18             answer your question this way.  I'm
19             comfortable with the project to the extent
20             that it's done in a way that provides
21             reasonable protection against mass
22             casualty situations.
23 BY MR. GALLIA:
24   Q.        So what's a reasonable protection then?
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1   A.        Well, that's, that's -- again, that's

2   beyond my pay grade.  It's not for me to come here

3   with solutions.  I didn't, you know -- that's not my

4   job; I told you what I'm for.

5   Q.        So these three leaks that -- these three

6   recent leaks that you've talked about kind of early

7   on -- were you at the West Cornwall Township Zoning

8   Hearing Board meeting on Tuesday?

9                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,

10             relevance.  You're not connecting that to

11             the leaks, are you?  I don't see it.

12 BY MR. GALLIA:

13   Q.        Mr. Friedman?

14   A.        I'd be happy to tell you what I know about

15   the leaks.

16   Q.        No, my question was were you at the West

17   Cornwall Township Zoning Hearing Board meeting?  It

18   was last Tuesday, I believe.  Was that you with the

19   video camera?

20                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,

21             relevance.  You know, if you want to put

22             an offer of proof as to how this relates

23             to case I'll hear it, but otherwise I'm

24             instructing the witness not to answer.
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1 BY MR. GALLIA:

2   Q.        You're not going to answer that question?

3   A.        Can I ask you why do you want to -- why

4   are you asking me that question?  I don't understand

5   either.  I know you said it's not for me to decide

6   relevance but I don't understand.

7   Q.        Did you meet with or have any discussions

8   with anyone from Hershey Mill Retirement Community?

9                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,

10             relevance.  Again, this has nothing to do

11             with his involvement in this case.  I

12             instruct him not to answer.

13 BY MR. GALLIA:

14   Q.        You're not going to answer that question?

15   A.        On the advice of counsel I'm not.

16   Q.        I mean, isn't it true, Mr. Friedman, that

17   you took information from the zoning board hearing

18   and then were disseminating that information to

19   instill fear and panic at a community center?  Is

20   that a true statement?

21                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,

22             relevance, argumentative, combative, and I

23             instruct him not to answer.

24 BY MR. GALLIA:
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1   Q.        You're not going to answer that question?
2   A.        On the advice of counsel I am not.
3   Q.        How about Pam Bishop?  Do you know Pam
4   Bishop?
5                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
6             relevance.  Mr. Gallia, you've taken this
7             tactic of asking witnesses who they know.
8             I object --
9                       MR. GALLIA:  Right, because it's

10             a discovery deposition.  If you look at
11             the rules, that's exactly what it says in
12             there.  You can find out what people
13             know --
14                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection.
15                       MR. GALLIA:  -- who they know.
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
17             relevance.  Instruct not to answer unless
18             you want to offer some proof as to how
19             this is relevant.
20 BY MR. GALLIA:
21   Q.        You're not to go answer that question
22   either?
23   A.        So I'll answer your question this way.
24   I'm a factual and data driven kind of person or at
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1   least I like to think of it -- think of myself like
2   that.  To the extent that this hazardous
3   infrastructure is hazardous, discussing the facts
4   about it is not instilling fear; that's just
5   discussing facts.
6   Q.        So did you discuss the facts of these
7   leaks with anyone?
8   A.        Facts about the three leaks in a year on
9   Mariner East One, sure.

10   Q.        With whom did you discuss recently?
11   A.        I don't remember.
12   Q.        Was it someone from the Hershey Mill
13   Retirement Community?
14                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
15             relevance.  Instruct not to answer.
16
17 BY MR. GALLIA:
18   Q.        You're not going to answer that one?
19   A.        I'll answer your question this way.  The
20   three leaks in a year were widely covered in the
21   media.  They were on Philadelphia TV, they were the
22   lead story one evening.  On the nightly news they've
23   been widely covered and widely reported in the
24   media.
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1   Q.        Yeah, I'm asking about you though.  I want
2   to know Eric Friedman; I don't want to know about
3   the media.  I will go look that up.  What I want to
4   know is what Eric Friedman was doing with the
5   information?
6   A.        On the advice of counsel, I'm not going to
7   answer.
8   Q.        So the question was who was Pam Bishop?
9   So do you know who Pam Bishop is?

10                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Same objection,
11             relevance.  Instruct not to answer.
12 BY MR. GALLIA:
13   Q.        So you're not going to answer that
14   question?
15   A.        On the advice of counsel, I am not.
16   Q.        What about Elise Gearhart?  Do you know an
17   Elise Gearhart?
18                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Same objection,
19             relevance.  Instruct not to answer.
20 BY MR. GALLIA:
21   Q.        You're not going to answer that question?
22   I need your response for the record.  I mean,
23   Mr. Friedman, you're a subpoenaed witness.  I don't
24   believe he can make that instruction.
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1   A.        On the advice of counsel, I am not.
2   Q.        How about Ellen Gearhart?  Do you know who
3   Ellen Gearhart is?
4                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
5             relevance.  Instruct not to answer and I
6             will continue objecting and instructing
7             not to answer on these fishing expeditions
8             so you can network all the opponents of
9             the Mariner East Pipeline.

10 BY MR. GALLIA:
11   Q.        Are you not going to answer that question?
12   A.        On the advice of counsel, I am not.  Are
13   you familiar with Tiger Swan?
14   Q.        Do you know Kim Van Fleet?
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
16             relevance.  Instruct not to answer.
17 BY MR. GALLIA?
18   Q.        You're not going to answer that question
19   either?
20   A.        On the advice of counsel, I am not.
21   Q.        So along with the Clean Air Council,
22   Mr. Friedman, what other entities are you a member
23   of?
24                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
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1             relevance.  Answer to the extent it's not
2             invading your personal privacy.
3                       THE WITNESS:  I have a library
4             card to my local library -- I'm sorry, to
5             my county library system.  I'm a member of
6             that organization.
7 BY MR. GALLIA:
8   Q.        Anything else?
9   A.        We enjoy books if my family.

10   Q.        Any other organizations?
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
12             relevance.  You can answer to the extent
13             it doesn't invade your personal privacy.
14 BY MR. GALLIA:
15   Q.        Any others, Mr. Friedman?
16   A.        To the extent it doesn't invade my
17   personal privacy, I'm a member of two unions -- the
18   Allied Pilots Association and AFSCME; I'm a lifetime
19   union member like most professional pilots.
20   Q.        Any others?
21                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Same objection,
22             same instruction.  I'm just putting it on
23             the record this is potentially a first
24             amendment violation.
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1                       THE WITNESS:  None that I care
2             to discuss.
3 BY MR. GALLIA:
4   Q.        What about the Pipeline Safety Coalition?
5   Are you a member of that organization?
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Same objection,
7             relevance, concerns about first amendment
8             issues and, again, you can answer to the
9             extent it doesn't invade your personal

10             privacy.
11                       THE WITNESS:  Well, I feel it
12             does invade my privacy.
13 BY MR. GALLIA:
14   Q.        So when I asked you if you were a member
15   of any organizations, you decided to tell me about
16   your library card and your pilot's association but
17   not the Pipeline Safety Coalition because it invades
18   your privacy?  Is that your testimony?
19                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
20             argumentative and form, you can answer.
21                       THE WITNESS:  Yes.
22 BY MR. GALLIA:
23   Q.        Isn't it true that there's a host of
24   public information available, Mr. Friedman, on the
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1   Pipeline Safety Coalition and your involvement with
2   it?
3   A.        Isn't it true?  I don't know.  If you say
4   it is.
5   Q.        Well, aren't you aware of it?
6   A.        No.
7                       (At this time, document
8             Exhibit-5 was marked for identification.)
9 BY MR. GALLIA:

10   Q.        Let me hand you what we've marked as
11   Exhibit-5, Mr. Friedman.  This is a document that I
12   got off the internet yesterday and I just ran a
13   search for Eric Friedman and I got this website from
14   the Pipeline Safety Coalition and there's a picture
15   there of a guy that looks like you and underneath it
16   there's a guy named Eric Friedman.  Is that your
17   picture?
18   A.        Yes.
19   Q.        And is that your name?
20   A.        That's my name.
21   Q.        In fact, this is a reference to the board
22   of directors of the leadership of the Pipeline
23   Safety Coalition; isn't that true?
24   A.        You got me, it sure is.
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1   Q.        And this is information out there on the
2   internet?
3   A.        So why are you asking me about it if you
4   already know the answer?
5   Q.        You are the one who put it on the
6   internet, correct?
7   A.        No, incorrect.
8   Q.        You certainly authorized whoever put this
9   information to put it out on the internet; isn't

10   that true?
11   A.        You got me again.
12   Q.        Yet when I asked you about it you said you
13   can't talk about it because it violates your first
14   amendment rights?
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
16             mischaracterization of his testimony.
17 BY MR. GALLIA:
18   Q.        How does it violate that, Mr. Friedman?
19   A.        So counsel advised me not to answer to the
20   extent that I believe that it affected my privacy.
21   So I talked about the organizations that I felt like
22   talking about; I didn't mention this one.
23   Q.        What does this organization do?
24   A.        Primarily it does education and, I
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1   believe, there's a mission statement somewhere on
2   the website so if you're on the website perhaps
3   you've even found it.  And that can tell you -- that
4   mission statement could tell you better than my
5   words can what the purpose of this organization
6   does.  But I would characterize it as education.
7   Q.        What specifically do you do as a member of
8   the board of directors?
9                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,

10             relevance.  Answer to -- you know, you can
11             answer to the extent, again, it's not
12             going private things that you feel are
13             confidential.
14                       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I mean, this
15             is a -- it's a registered nonprofit
16             corporation and it has corporate documents
17             and it has bylaws.  And so the things that
18             I do is described in the bylaws.
19 BY MR. GALLIA:
20   Q.        Sorry, the things that you do are
21   described in the bylaws?
22   A.        I believe the duties of the board of
23   directors are described in the bylaws.
24   Q.        So you're not going to tell me what it is
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1   you do as a member of the board of directors for the
2   Pipeline Safety Coalition?
3   A.        Well, you know, I'm under oath and I
4   wouldn't want to get anything wrong and I don't have
5   the bylaws memorized.  So this is -- the
6   organization you're asking me about is an education
7   organization and I will answer your question this
8   way.  There's been a -- to the extent that this
9   organization and others distribute information

10   about, for example, the number of leaks that Sunoco
11   Pipeline has had, they're fulfilling a function
12   which the operators themselves have not done.  So to
13   the extent that they're just making information
14   available -- there it is, it's information, it's
15   factual to the extent that this group can make sure
16   that it's factual.  It's nonbiased, it's
17   nonpartisan, it's just information.  And if I can
18   finish my answer?
19   Q.        Please do.
20   A.        Yeah, so the children at the elementary
21   school that I mentioned where Sunoco proposes to
22   construct this pipeline seven feet away weren't
23   given access and their parents weren't given access
24   to information that could have informed their view
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1   of the risk to which their children were being
2   subjected.  And to the extent that that information
3   was made available, that's not fear mongering,
4   that's not rabble rousing, that's just providing
5   information to people that deserve to have it.
6   Q.        Are you finished?
7   A.        Yes.
8   Q.        How long -- well, before I get to that,
9   this educational organization -- what are they

10   educating about?
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
12             relevance.  There are no allegations in
13             the complaint or your pleadings in
14             response that have to do with Pipeline
15             Safety Coalition.
16 BY MR. GALLIA:
17   Q.        You're not going to answer that?
18   A.        The name of the group is the Pipeline
19   Safety Coalition.  I think any reasonable person
20   could probably make an educated guess at what they
21   educate about.
22   Q.        And that is?
23   A.        Pipeline Safety.
24   Q.        How long have you been a member of the
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1   board of directors?
2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Same objection,
3             you can -- relevance and concerns to the
4             extent that this is private information on
5             first amendment association.
6                       THE WITNESS:  According to the
7             document, Tony, that you credit from the
8             internet according to my bio, it says Eric
9             joined the PSC team in 2016.

10 BY MR. GALLIA:
11   Q.        By the way, I go by Anthony; feel free to
12   call me Anthony.
13   A.        My friends call me Eric; you can call me
14   Mr. Friedman.
15   Q.        I think I've been doing that, Mr.
16   Friedman, and I will continue to do that.  But you
17   can still call me Anthony, that's fine.  So let me
18   ask you this.  On that very line you just read
19   because the first part of it says a staunch advocate
20   for safety based on risk management.  What other
21   risks are you advocating, Mr. Friedman?  Or let me
22   ask it this way.  Is it just Sunoco?
23                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
24             form, confusing, and irrelevant.  You can
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1             answer.
2                       THE WITNESS:  Would you clarify
3             the question?
4 BY MR. GALLIA:
5   Q.        I'll try, sure.  You talked about Sunoco
6   and you talked about their leaks and you talked
7   about all the other facts and everything else that
8   you talked about during that speech that you gave.
9   What else are you out there talking about?  Is it

10   just Sunoco or do you do risk assessment of other
11   things in other arenas, other places, other parties?
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
13             compound, confusing, form, and also
14             relevance.  To the extent you're asking
15             him a question about whether he does
16             things that don't have to do with Sunoco,
17             I really don't understand how that has to
18             do with this case.
19                       MR. GALLIA:  That doesn't
20             surprise me at all but that's not your
21             call to make; that's the judge's call to
22             make.  And I think it relates directly to
23             the case so could you answer the question,
24             Mr. Friedman?
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1                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I object.  I
2             advised you beforehand that he would not
3             be responding to questions that have
4             nothing to do with this case.  If you want
5             to explain how that has to do with this
6             case then we can consider it but otherwise
7             I instruct him not to answer.
8                       MR. GALLIA:  Yeah, if goes
9             directly to witness bias -- if you need to

10             know -- and that's always relevant.
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  If it doesn't
12             have to do with Sunoco how is there bias?
13                       MR. GALLIA:  Yeah, well, that's
14             what I'm trying to find out, Mr. Bomstein.
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Again, bias
16             against whom?
17                       MR. GALLIA:  So I'm trying to --
18             that's enough, I'm not engaging with you
19             any more.  The witness can either answer
20             the question or not answer the question.
21                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Well, I instruct
22             him not to answer.
23                       MR. GALLIA:  He could answer it
24             now or he could answer when he comes back
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1             next time.
2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I instruct him
3             not to answer.
4 BY MR. GALLIA:
5   Q.        You're not going to answer that question,
6   Mr. Friedman?
7   A.        On the advice of counsel, no.
8   Q.        So what is your relationship then with
9   Linda Farrell?

10                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
11             instruct not to answer, irrelevant.
12 BY MR. GALLIA:
13   Q.        You're not going to answer that question?
14   A.        As you can see here, she's the president
15   and executive director of Pipeline Safety Coalition.
16   Q.        Is she the one who got you involved as a
17   member of the board of directors?
18                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
19             relevance.
20                       THE WITNESS:  If you're asking
21             me about things that went on at Pipeline
22             Safety Coalition before I joined their
23             team, I have to say I have no idea.  I
24             presume that there was board action based
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1             on which Linda Farrell, as president and
2             executive director, invited me to consider
3             joining the board but I'm not aware of
4             that.
5 BY MR. GALLIA:
6   Q.        Yeah, so I'm not talking about the things
7   that you don't know about.  What I'm talking about
8   are the things you do know about.  So how is it that
9   you became involved as a member of the board of

10   directors of the Pipeline Safety Coalition?
11   A.        I was invited.
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
13             relevance.
14 BY MR. GALLIA:
15   Q.        By whom?
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
17             relevance.
18                       THE WITNESS:  Obviously --
19             fairly obviously -- by Linda Farrell.
20 BY MR. GALLIA:
21   Q.        When was that?
22                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
23             relevance.
24                       THE WITNESS:  Some time before I
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1             joined the PSC team in 2016.
2 BY MR. GALLIA:
3   Q.        But you don't recall when?
4   A.        I don't.
5   Q.        Did you communicate with the Pipeline
6   Safety Coalition prior to the time you became a
7   member of the board?
8                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
9             relevance.  Again, to the extent this gets

10             into concerns about the workings of
11             another organization that has nothing to
12             do with this case and invades their
13             confidentiality and privacy, Mr. Friedman
14             should not answer.  But I don't know to
15             the extent that it does or doesn't.
16                       THE WITNESS:  I'll answer your
17             question this way.  I don't know if you're
18             attempting to paint a group that
19             distributes relevant and necessary
20             information -- if you're attempting to
21             impute some nefarious purpose to that.
22                       To the extent that you are, I
23             object to that characterization but I find
24             Safety Coalition is about providing
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1             information resources to people who have
2             been left without them by operators like
3             your client.
4                       And if you just glance off the
5             top line of their website the headings are
6             about us, Pipeline Basics, for landowners,
7             for the community, resources, news and
8             there's a button to join, and a button to
9             contact.

10                       And I -- your milage may vary --
11             I personally find information useful and
12             I'm happy to have it, as long as it's
13             factual I'm happy to have information.
14 BY MR. GALLIA:
15   Q.        Done?  Yes?
16   A.        Done.
17                       MR. GALLIA:  Could you go off
18             the record over there?  Yeah, I need to
19             take a short break.
20                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is
21             2:03; we are off the record.
22                       (At this time, a recess was
23             taken.)
24                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is
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1             2:10, we are now back on the record.
2 BY MR. GALLIA:
3   Q.        So, Mr. Friedman, as a -- as a matter of
4   what you do -- your risk assessment and risk
5   analysis and I'm talking about specifically for the
6   FAA, you know, your job.  Is what you do, do you
7   find yourself making safety recommendations?
8   A.        Yes, I do.  And addressing safety
9   recommendations made by others; that's a regular

10   part of my job.
11   Q.        So have you made any safety
12   recommendations with regard to the Mariner East
13   Project?
14                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
15             form.  To whom?  About what?
16                       MR. GALLIA:  Yeah, exactly.
17                       THE WITNESS:  I think no.
18 BY MR. GALLIA:
19   Q.        Is there any reason for that?
20   A.        It's above my pay grade.
21   Q.        Whose pay grade would it be?
22                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
23             form, you can answer.
24                       THE WITNESS:  I mean, in an
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1             ideal world or in a different world or in
2             a different Pennsylvania, as in other
3             states, there would be an agency that's
4             charged with regulating the siting that's
5             chosen by an operator of a hazardous,
6             highly volatile, liquids pipeline.
7             Pennsylvania doesn't have such an entity,
8             nor does one exist at the federal level.
9             But if one did, presumably, that would be

10             the agency that would be reviewing the
11             risks of a particular route and making
12             recommendations and, perhaps, approving or
13             denying it.
14 BY MR. GALLIA:
15   Q.        So in Pennsylvania we have the system we
16   have; is that a fair statement?
17                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
18             mischaracterization.
19                       THE WITNESS:  In Pennsylvania,
20             we have the system we have; I will agree
21             with you.
22 BY MR. GALLIA:
23   Q.        And, well, that's the system that we have
24   to work in.  We can't do something that doesn't
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1   exist I think is the point that you're making?
2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
3             mischaracterization and compound question.
4                       THE WITNESS:  Could you ask me
5             the question again; I'll do my best.
6                       MR. GALLIA:  I know, it's very
7             distracting when he's talking.
8                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection.
9                       THE WITNESS:  Actually, I'm sort

10             of not following your questions.
11 BY MR. GALLIA:
12   Q.        Yeah, so what I'm asking you is you talked
13   about how other states have things that they do.
14   You know, there's this entity that talks about
15   siting and there's this entity that does that and
16   there's nothing on the federal level.  So what I'm
17   trying to get at is we're in Pennsylvania.  Do you
18   agree with that?
19   A.        Indisputably we're in Pennsylvania.
20   Q.        So we can only do what the law in
21   Pennsylvania either allows or disallows, right?
22                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, form.
23             He's not a lawyer.  You can answer.
24 BY MR. GALLIA:
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1   Q.        I'm not asking for a legal opinion, just
2   asking for you as Eric Friedman's opinion?
3   A.        I'm not in the law business.  If anything,
4   I'm in the business of attempting to do what I can
5   to protect the safety of my family, my community,
6   and I hope that as a dad you can appreciate that.
7   That's the business that I'm in.  I'm not in the
8   business of making safety recommendations to
9   pipeline operators.

10   Q.        Well, but if that would assist you in your
11   mission, your goal of protecting your family, why
12   not?
13                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, form.
14                       THE WITNESS:  That's not a --
15             that's not -- I mean, why don't I make,
16             you know, safety recommendations for civil
17             aviation authorities in other countries?
18             It's not in my -- it doesn't -- I just
19             don't.  I guess that's my answer, I just
20             don't.
21                       (At this time, document
22             Friedman-6 was marked for identification.)
23 BY MR. GALLIA:
24   Q.        Let me hand what I've marked as Exhibit-6,
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1   Friedman Exhibit-6, which is a letter that I think
2   we touched on earlier just briefly but I want to ask
3   you some questions about it, Mr. Friedman.  It's a
4   multipage document with an attachment or two so
5   please take whatever time you need to review it and
6   let me know once you have finished?
7   A.        Okay.
8   Q.        Have you had a chance to review it?
9   A.        Yes.

10   Q.        Now, this is an October 10, 2014 letter
11   and I believe this letter was referenced in your
12   declaration?
13   A.        Yes.  You were you asking me who wrote it
14   or something like that.
15   Q.        Yeah, so who wrote it?
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
17             relevance.
18                       THE WITNESS:  I think that was
19             covered earlier.
20 BY MR. GALLIA:
21   Q.        Would you turn to page 2 for a minute,
22   please.  Is that your signature above the name --
23   Eric Friedman, president?
24   A.        Sure looks like it.
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1   Q.        Do you have any reason to believe it
2   isn't?
3   A.        No.
4   Q.        Did you assist in the creation of this
5   letter?
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
7             relevance.  Again, getting into a subject
8             that he's already explained is a matter of
9             confidential within a private Homeowners'

10             Association.
11                       THE WITNESS:  I think we have
12             been over that.
13 BY MR. GALLIA:
14   Q.        So you're not going to answer that
15   question?
16   A.        I think I did already answer it.
17   Q.        Is it Christine Nigh?  How do you say
18   that?  Christine Nigh, did she draft the letter?
19   A.        So --
20                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
21             relevance.
22                       THE WITNESS:  So I'll just
23             describe in a very general and broad sense
24             the way that our board of directors has
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1             operated for as long as I've been a part
2             of it which is -- we operate in a
3             collaborative way in an attempt to reach
4             consensus on things that we do and actions
5             that we take.  So in a general sense,
6             that's the way that we operate.
7 BY MR. GALLIA:
8   Q.        So you think she may have had something to
9   do with it?  Is that what you're saying?

10                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
11             relevance, mischaracterization.
12                       THE WITNESS:  I think I answered
13             your question.
14 BY MR. GALLIA:
15   Q.        So where did the get the information
16   that's part of the ray line there on the first page?
17                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
18             foundation.  Mr. Gallia --
19                       MR. GALLIA:  I know, you've
20             objected.  So if you want to state the
21             basis of it go ahead and do that.
22                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Yeah, so we
23             already covered that.  He's not testifying
24             about how the material got put into this
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1             document and his internal conversations in
2             a Homeowners' Association meeting.
3                       MR. GALLIA:  Any other
4             information you want to give to witness,
5             Mr. Bomstein?
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I am not giving
7             any information to the witness and please
8             don't continue to make misrepresentations
9             for the record so you can then quote them

10             back later.
11                       MR. GALLIA:  The record's very
12             clear on what you did.
13                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Yes, it is.
14                       MR. GALLIA:  I don't need to
15             make any representations; you did what you
16             did.  It's on audio and video and on the
17             transcript.
18                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I'm happy about
19             that.
20 BY MR. GALLIA:
21   Q.        So where did the information come from,
22   Mr. Friedman?
23                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Same objection.
24             Again, I instruct you not to answer to the
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1             extent it invades the internal,
2             confidential communications within your
3             Homeowners' Association.  To the extent it
4             doesn't, you can answer.
5                       THE WITNESS:  I think it does.
6 BY MR. GALLIA:
7   Q.        It does what?
8   A.        Impact the -- you're asking about
9   information that's relative to internal operations

10   of the Andover Homeowners' Association and a
11   Pennsylvania nonprofit corporation.
12   Q.        So you're not going to answer that
13   question?
14   A.        Right.
15   Q.        On the last line that of that first page
16   there it says our association's membership consists
17   of the owners of 39 residential properties within
18   Thornbury Township in Delaware County.  Do you see
19   where you've written that?
20   A.        Yes.
21                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
22             form.  You said where you're written that.
23             We've gone over this.  There's no
24             testimony that you've written this.
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1                       MR. GALLIA:  We have a signature
2             on this.  How's that as the president?
3                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I'm telling you
4             what it is; that's my objection.
5 BY MR. GALLIA:
6   Q.        You sent this letter, Mr. Friedman; is
7   that right?
8   A.        This was sent by my homeowners'
9   association and signed by the three officers at the

10   time.
11   Q.        Including you as the president?
12   A.        Yes.
13   Q.        So are there 39 residential homes in the
14   Andover subdivision?  Is that what you're saying
15   here?
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection.
17             Again, please stop putting words in his
18             mouth.  You say that "is that what you're
19             saying here".  We've gone over it; these
20             aren't necessarily his words.
21                       THE WITNESS:  How about if I
22             answer it this way in an effort to help
23             you.  There are 39 residential properties
24             in the Andover community.
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1 BY MR. GALLIA:
2   Q.        That's what I asked.
3   A.        Not exactly.
4   Q.        Okay.  So here's a question for you.  Do
5   any of the owners of any of those 39 homes disagree
6   with what you're doing?
7                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection to
8             form, unclear "what you're doing" means,
9             you're asking about the opinions of third

10             parties.  He's not going to answer that.
11 BY MR. GALLIA:
12   Q.        You're not going to answer that question,
13   Mr. Friedman?
14   A.        No.  And I clearly can't speak for, you
15   know, 38 other members.
16   Q.        Well, isn't it true that members of
17   Andover community have expressed to you that they
18   disagree with your stance on Sunoco Pipeline Mariner
19   East Project?
20                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection.
21             Again, it's the same question, relevance.
22             You know, the privacy of third parties.
23                       MR. GALLIA:  Okay, you've stated
24             the basis.
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1                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  No, I didn't,
2             actually.
3                       MR. GALLIA:  Now, please be
4             quiet because now is when you're giving
5             the answer that you want him to give.  So
6             that's why that type of speaking objection
7             is not allowed in Pennsylvania.
8                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I wasn't finished
9             my objection, sir.

10                       MR. GALLIA:  I know.
11                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Well, I would
12             like to finish my objection.
13                       MR. GALLIA:  You stated the
14             basis for it.
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  No, I haven't.
16                       MR. GALLIA:  That's all you need
17             to do.
18                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I haven't.  It's
19             invading the privacy of third parties that
20             have nothing to do with this case.
21                       THE WITNESS:  So I'll answer
22             your question this way.  The Andover
23             Homeowners' Association, as I've stated
24             numerous times here today, is a private,
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1             nonprofit corporation registered in the
2             Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  The
3             association is represented by counsel;
4             that you're well aware, who's not here
5             today.  The association is in litigation
6             with you and your client over the
7             condemnation of association property.
8             That matter is currently being litigated
9             at the Commonwealth Court.  The

10             association's represented by counsel who's
11             not here.  Have you spoken with the
12             association counsel about your intention
13             to delve into the inner workings of the
14             Andover Homeowners' Association?
15 BY MR. GALLIA:
16   Q.        My question is specific to you,
17   Mr. Friedman.  I'm not talking about the homeowners'
18   association; I'm talking about Eric Friedman once
19   again.
20   A.        This is a letter from the Andover
21   Homeowners' Association.  You're not asking about
22   the homeowners' association; I'll put this aside
23   then.  What's your question then.
24   Q.        You can put that letter aside; I'm not
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1   asking about that letter.  The question is weren't
2   there specific individual who live in the Andover
3   subdivision who have expressed disagreement to you
4   with your position with regard to Sunoco's Mariner
5   East Pipeline project?
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
7             instruct not to answer.  Mr. Gallia, you
8             are well aware there is a protective order
9             preventing you from inquiring about topics

10             relating to Andover Homeowners'
11             Association outside of their permission
12             from their counsel.  It is also in
13             violation of rule 4.2 of the rules of
14             professional conduct and I'm stopping this
15             line of inquiry.
16                       You are very aware that since
17             that went to your law firm and that went
18             to the inhouse counsel that you
19             communicated with on a regular basis.
20                       MR. GALLIA:  Lots of papers come
21             to my law firm, Mr. Bomstein.
22                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Are you not aware
23             of that?
24                       MR. GALLIA:  I'm not finished;
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1             please don't interrupt me.
2                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Go ahead.
3                       MR. GALLIA:  Lots of paperwork
4             comes to my law firm.  That doesn't mean I
5             now what every piece of paper is.
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  So you're not
7             aware of this protective order?
8                       MR. GALLIA:  I'm asking THE
9             WITNESS a question is what I'm doing.

10                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  What you're doing
11             is violating the rules of professional
12             conduct and putting yourself in contempt
13             of court.
14                       MR. GALLIA:  Tell me which
15             provision of this protective order I'm
16             violating, Mr. Bomstein; put it on the
17             record.
18                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Sure, I'd be
19             happy to.  I'll read it.  And now the 16th
20             -- the title is --
21                       MR. GALLIA:  No, no, no, no, I
22             don't need you to read it.
23                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I'm reading it.
24                       MR. GALLIA:  I don't need you to
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1             read a protective order; I know how to
2             read it.
3                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  No, you don't.
4                       MR. GALLIA:  I'm saying what
5             section are you referring to when you
6             accused me of violating this protective
7             order?  Put that on the record.  I don't
8             need you to read the whole page.  I know
9             you don't have the information; you want

10             to be a bully with it but you can't bully
11             me.  So put it on the record right now.
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I'm attempting to
13             do that.  This is a protective order in
14             case number 1780-CV-2016 in the
15             Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania and now
16             this 16th day of May of 2017 in response
17             to Andover Homeowners' Association, Inc.'s
18             application for a lease of protective
19             order is hereby entered.  It is ordered
20             that Sunoco Pipeline L.P., its agents,
21             servants, workmen, and/or employees,
22             including but not limited to the
23             following:  Bart L. Mitchell, Protron
24             Sealed Services, and Wood Group Mustang,
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1             Inc., may not contact in writing,
2             telephonically, or in person, any member
3             of Andover Homeowners' Association, Inc.,
4             without the prior written consent of
5             Andover Homeowners' Association Inc.'s
6             counsel of record.  This order is meant to
7             be perspective only and not retrospective.
8             Further, no sanctions shall be imposed for
9             any conduct of the parties prior to the

10             date of this order.  Robert Byer, Esquire,
11             attorney for Sunoco Pipeline L.P. shall
12             notify Curtis M. Stanbo, Esquire,
13             assistant general counsel for Sunoco
14             Pipeline L.P., Wood Group Mustang, Inc.,
15             and Bart L. Mitchell as an employee of
16             Wood Group Mustang, Inc., of this order,
17             James Gardener Collins, Senior, Judge.
18             This was put on the record.  This was --
19             Robert Byer is an attorney with your firm
20             who's involved in both cases.  This is as
21             a result of Sunoco improperly reaching out
22             to individual members of the Andover
23             Homeowners' Association knowing that they
24             are represented by counsel without their
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1             counsel's knowledge.
2                       MR. GALLIA:  Are you finished?
3                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  No, and now you
4             are attempting to do the same here to
5             inquire about this case without counsel
6             for Mr. Friedman present.
7                       MR. GALLIA:  You are counsel for
8             Mr. Friedman --
9                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Not in this case.

10                       MR. GALLIA:  -- according to
11             what you said here today.
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Not in
13             1780-CV-2016 I'm not.
14                       MR. GALLIA:  I'm not asking
15             about that case, Mr. Bomstein.  I'm asking
16             about this case and this gentlemen is here
17             pursuant to a subpoena.  You are his
18             counsel in this particular matter.  That's
19             what you said and that's what the witness
20             said.
21                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  That part's true.
22                       MR. GALLIA:  So there's no
23             violation of any protective order either
24             in that case or otherwise.
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1                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Actually there
2             is.
3                       MR. GALLIA:  You've instructed
4             the man not to answer the question anyway.
5             What's the difference?
6                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I don't know what
7             you're asking.
8                       MR. GALLIA:  Where's the harm?
9             Let's assume there's a violation of

10             protective order which I respectfully and
11             specifically deny.  Where's the harm?
12             You've instructed him not to answer the
13             question.
14                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I don't
15             understand what you're asking.
16                       MR. GALLIA:  May I continue with
17             my deposition, please?
18                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Yes.
19 BY MR. GALLIA:
20   Q.        Are you not going to answer my question,
21   Mr. Friedman?
22   A.        No.
23   Q.        Are you just opposed to fossil fuels,
24   Mr. Friedman?
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1                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
2             argumentative, irrelevant, you can answer.
3                       THE WITNESS:  No.  And by way of
4             further answer, I went into actually a
5             fair amount of detail what I'm for.  And
6             if you turn those statements around you'll
7             find out what I'm against.  I know that
8             you have continued to try to paint my
9             views into -- with a negative -- in a

10             negative light.  But when I say to you I'm
11             in favor of, as a dad, protecting the
12             safety of my family, what you can infer
13             from that is that I'm against things that
14             unreasonably my family.  I'm finished.
15 BY MR. GALLIA:
16   Q.        So you have spoken out in West Goshen
17   Township against Sunoco's Mariner East Project; is
18   that right?
19                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection, form
20             relevance.  Again, this has nothing to do
21             with this case.
22                       THE WITNESS:  I'll answer in a
23             general sense, as I have stated more than
24             once, I think, here.  I'm in favor of
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1             distributing factual actual information
2             which is useful to people who would like
3             to assess the risk of this project to
4             their families, to their children, to
5             their communities.
6                       Risk is an -- and I object to
7             you characterizing my answers as making a
8             speech but risk, according to my training,
9             comes in two components.  Based on my

10             background and my training and my
11             understanding of risk assessment, risk is
12             made up of consequences or severity --
13             some people use that term because
14             interchangeably; they mean the same thing
15             -- and probability.
16                       And when we consider risk in
17             aviation and flight operations, in my line
18             of work we consider risk in terms of those
19             two elements -- consequences and
20             probabilities.  So I'll give you an
21             example.  We tolerate things with
22             catastrophic consequences like, for
23             example, structural failure of an
24             airframe, the wing falling off.
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1                       We know that that has
2             catastrophic potential were it to happen
3             but we've quantified the likelihood that
4             it will occur.  And risk can be reduced by
5             reducing probability or by reducing
6             consequences.
7                       And so fairly clearly, I think
8             that we've seen -- able to grasp the
9             consequences that I've described with

10             large scale release in a densely populated
11             area, 3000 people per square mile.  It's
12             not a difficult concept to grasp that
13             should there be a large scale release of
14             these materials the consequences will be
15             catastrophic in terms of loss of life.
16             That's relatively easy to see.
17                       So you examine probability
18             because maybe, if probability is low
19             enough, the risk can be assessed as
20             tolerable.  The insurance company at the
21             Andover Homeowners' Association did its
22             own assessment of risk.  They didn't tell
23             me about their underwriting conclusion or
24             the methodology that they followed but
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1             after they did this assessment of risk
2             they told us, my homeowners' association,
3             that were these pipelines to be installed
4             in close proximity to the residences of my
5             neighborhood that they would no longer
6             offer us insurance.
7                       That's a problem for us for two
8             reasons.  One is my homeowners'
9             association is concerned that the

10             insurance company finds the risk
11             unacceptable; this is a company that's in
12             the business of assuming other people's
13             risk.  They decided that these particular
14             risks, in terms of consequences and
15             severity are ones they're not willing to
16             assume.  Two, my homeowners' association
17             is required to carry an insurance policy
18             and can't operate without insurance for
19             obvious reasons.
20                       Middletown Township did its own
21             assessment of risk of hazardous materials
22             releases within its township, Middletown
23             Township, Delaware County.  And Middletown
24             Township concluded of all the public
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1             emergencies that they reviewed, that
2             hazardous materials releases proposed the
3             highest combination of consequences and
4             severity of anything that they reviewed,
5             any public emergency that they reviewed.
6                       And so we as dads assess risk
7             all the time; everybody does.  And since
8             you have a boy, like I do, you know that
9             sometimes boys do things that result in

10             them not getting hurt but that doesn't
11             mean the thing that they did was not
12             without risk, right?  I'm sure you can
13             relate to that.  You're not going to
14             answer but I'm sure you can.
15                       And so risk exists, in my view,
16             independent of whether people have been
17             killed or injured or accidents actually
18             happened.  In fact, in aviation we decided
19             in the late 1960s and early 1970s to
20             change the way that we did business which
21             previously had been after an accident
22             happened we had a lot of dead bodies -- we
23             would write a rule to keep whatever it was
24             that went wrong to keep that from
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1             happening again.
2                       And following the example of the
3             aerospace industry it became clear that
4             that wasn't going to continue to work.
5             There's a high rate of fatalities and it
6             just became socially unacceptable to kill
7             large numbers of people in airplane
8             accidents.
9                       And so following the aerospace

10             industry, the commercial aviation industry
11             accepted something called system safety.
12             And what it is at its essence, to reduce
13             it to its simplest form, it means
14             assessing risk on a continual bases and,
15             where the risk is unacceptable, to
16             mitigating it in advance of an accident
17             happening, not after.  Am I boring you?
18             You look bored.
19                       MR. GALLIA:  It's the way God
20             made me, Mr. Friedman.  I can't help it,
21             sorry.  It's the only face he gave me.
22                       THE WITNESS:  So the risk
23             information that is useful to people, I
24             think, in becoming informed about the
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1             degree of hazard to which they're being
2             exposes, I think in order to become
3             informed of that they need to be aware of
4             risk in terms of these two dimensions and
5             in terms of this proposed project by the
6             leakiest pipeline operator in the
7             business.
8                       I work in my job to reduce risk
9             so that you and your family can fly

10             someplace safely.  I've been working at
11             that for decades; I take that job very
12             seriously.  You, sir, are involved in
13             imposing risk involuntarily on vulnerable
14             dense populations.  I'm finished.
15 BY MR. GALLIA,
16   Q.        My question to you was Mr. Friedman, isn't
17   it true that you've spoken out in West Goshen
18   Township against the Sunoco Mariner East Project?
19                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
20             relevance.
21                       THE WITNESS:  In a general
22             sense, I have attempted to inform people
23             of the facts about this project.  I've
24             done that in --
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1                       MR. GALLIA:  Middletown?
2                       THE WITNESS:  Different place.
3                       MR. GALLIA:  Middletown?
4                       THE WITNESS:  I don't know.
5             I've done it specifically -- specifically
6             I don't know.  I've done in different
7             places and at different times because, I
8             think, that it's important that people
9             have this information because it's not

10             been available.  And that is not fear
11             mongering, that is not pursuing an anti
12             fossil fuel agenda as I think you started
13             to characterize it.  I'm just talking
14             about facts.
15   Q.        You've spoken at Thornbury Township?
16                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Objection,
17             relevance.  And I think we're out of time
18             at this point.
19                       MR. GALLIA:  So when are we
20             going finish the deposition?
21                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  You haven't been
22             talking about anything relevant for a very
23             long time.
24                       MR. GALLIA:  Well, once again,
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1             that's your position and you don't make
2             that determination.
3                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Well, neither do
4             you.
5                       MR. GALLIA:  You can go off the
6             record there.
7                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  You can keep
8             writing this.
9                       THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

10             2:38 and that concludes today's deposition
11             of Eric Friedman.
12                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Are we done, Mr.
13             Gallia?
14                       MR. GALLIA:  No, no, I know that
15             Mr. Friedman has to go.  That I know, I'm
16             aware of that.  You made me aware of it at
17             20 to 12:00.  That does not mean that I'm
18             adjourning the deposition.
19                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Okay.
20                       MR. GALLIA:  So the deposition's
21             going to be held open until such time that
22             we get it rescheduled because Mr. Friedman
23             is here pursuant to subpoena.
24                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  I understand your
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1             position.
2                       MR. GALLIA:  Two other things I
3             just wanted to get into the record before
4             you leave, Mr. Bomstein.  Mark these as
5             Friedman-7 and -8.
6                       (At this time, documents
7             Friedman-7 and Friedman-8 were marked for
8             identification.)
9                       MR. GALLIA:  Here's a copy for

10             you; here's a copy for you, Mr. Friedman
11             if you'd like.  Friedman-8, copy for you,
12             Mr. Friedman if you'd like.  So Friedman
13             Exhibit-8, the bottom of the front page,
14             is an email, Friday, May 26th, at 9:07
15             a.m. from me to Mr. Bomstein which it says
16             I have a conflict on June 6th, we will
17             agree to postpone the Alexander deposition
18             if you will agree to move the Friedman
19             deposition to June 20 or 21st, we have
20             both days open.  You can let us know which
21             one you/Friedman prefer.  Please advise.
22             On May 26th, 2017 at 4:44 p m., Mr.
23             Bomstein advises hi Anthony, we are agreed
24             then that we can move Friedman's
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1             deposition to June 21 and we will postpone
2             the Alexander deposition and the
3             expiration of a discovery deadline will
4             not keep us from taking his deposition
5             after that date.  Have a great weekend.
6             Next, Friedman Exhibit-7 is my response to
7             Mr. Bomstein's email regarding taking the
8             deposition of Mr. Alexander after the
9             close of the discovery deadline and

10             confirmation that the Friedman deposition
11             was going to be June 21st, 2017 at
12             9:30 a.m.
13                       THE COURT REPORTER:  Do you want
14             a copy, Alex?
15                       MR. BOMSTEIN:  Yes.
16                          -  -  -
17                       (Whereupon, the deposition
18             concluded at 2:41 p.m.)
19                          -  -  -
20
21
22
23
24
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1                 C E R T I F I C A T I O N
2
3         I, Robert Stec, a Court Reporter and Notary
4 Public in and for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do
5 hereby state the foregoing to be a true and accurate
6 transcript of my original stenographic notes taken at
7 the time and place hereinbefore set forth.
8
9

10
11
12
13 ____________________________
14 ROBERT STEC

Court Reporter-Notary Public
15 in and for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
16
17 DATED:____________
18
19
20    (The foregoing certification of this transcript does
21 not apply to any reproduction of the same by any means,
22 unless under the direct control and/or supervision of
23 the certifying shorthand reporter.)
24
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